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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview: Assessment of Compared Qualities — Occupational
Performance (ACQ-OP) and Assessment of Compared Qualities
— Social Interaction (ACQ-SI)
The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI (ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI)1 are standardized instruments
designed to be used to measure the extent of the discrepancy between two perspectives
on a person’s quality of ADL task performance/social interaction — that of the person
(insider’s reported perspective) and that of the occupational therapist (outsider’s observed
perspective). The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI are very similar in design, differing only in
their specific foci. The ACQ-OP was designed to focus on the person’s quality of activities
of daily living (ADL) task performance; whereas, the ACQ-SI was designed to focus on the
person’s quality of social interaction.
The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI are brief, 5–10 minute, semi-structured interviews that
are administered directly after a person has performed an ADL task or engaged in a social
exchange with others. Thus, an important feature of the ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI is that
they are partner tools that are administered and scored in relation to the occupational
therapist’s ratings of the person’s quality of ADL task performance or social interaction.
The partner tool to the ACQ-OP is the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS)
(Fisher & Jones, 2012, 2014) and the partner tool to the ACQ-SI is the Evaluation of Social
Interaction (ESI) (Fisher & Griswold, 2015).
More specifically, when the ACQ-OP is administered, the occupational therapist
first uses the AMPS to observe the person’s quality of ADL task performance during at
least two chosen and relevant ADL tasks. Immediately after each ADL task observation,
the occupational therapist uses the ACQ-OP and interviews the person to learn about the
person’s perspective on his or her quality of ADL task performance during the observed
ADL task. Once all AMPS observations and all ACQ-OP interviews are completed, the
occupational therapist proceeds to score the AMPS. The occupational therapist then scores
each ACQ-OP interview in terms of the extent of discrepancy between the person’s reported
problems with ADL task performance and those observed by the occupational therapist
during the respective AMPS observation.
Similarly, when the ACQ-SI is administered, the occupational therapist first administers
the ESI and observes the person’s quality of social interaction as the person engages in at
least two relevant social exchanges with typical social partners. Then, immediately after
1 To simplify our presentation of the ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI, we will refer to them jointly as ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI. Similarly, we will simplify our presentation by referring jointly to the differing aspects of each
tool using terms such as ADL task performance/social interaction and ADL task/social exchange. Because
our intent is to refer to the ACQ-OP or the ACQ-SI, we will use the third person singular form of all verbs.
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the ESI observations, the occupational therapist uses the ACQ-SI and interviews the person
to learn about the person’s perspective on his or her quality of social interaction during each
observed social exchange. The occupational therapist then proceeds to score the ESI and
the ACQ-SI. When scoring the ACQ-SI, the occupational therapist compares the person’s
self-reported problems with social interaction during each observed social exchange with
the problems observed by the occupational therapist and scores the extent of discrepancy
between the two perspectives (reported vs. observed).

•

The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI are standardized
assessments of the discrepancy between (a) the
person’s perspective on his or her quality of ADL task
performance/social interaction and (b) the perspective
of the occupational therapist who observed the person’s
ADL task performance/social interaction.

•

The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI are not assessments of the
extent to which a person exhibits a trait or an ability (e.g.,
awareness or insight).

1.2 Purpose of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
Knowledge of the degree to which the person and the occupational therapist share
similar perspectives, or the extent to which their perspectives differ, provides valuable
information that can facilitate the process of identifying client-centered priorities,
establishing client-centered goals, and planning and implementing effective interventions.
Because discrepancies in perspectives on the person’s quality of ADL task performance/
social interaction can lead to misunderstandings and conflicting views of appropriate and
realistic goals, we believe that openly acknowledging and discussing the similarities and
differences between the person’s and the occupational therapist’s perspectives often
promotes greater client participation in the goal-setting process. Because discrepancies
in perspectives on a person’s quality of ADL task performance/social interaction can
also impact intervention planning, a similar benefit can be realized if the occupational
therapist takes into consideration areas of agreement and differences between perspectives
when collaborating with the client to determine the client’s desired focus of any planned
interventions.
The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, therefore, may serve several purposes in occupational therapy
practice and research:
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•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI provides the occupational therapist with valuable information
that enables the occupational therapist to increase his or her understanding of the
person’s perspective on his or her problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is unique in that it enables the occupational therapist to
make systematic comparisons between specific aspects of each observed ADL task/
social exchange that (a) the person described as strengths and problems and (b) the
occupational therapist observed to be strengths and problems.

•

When there are discrepancies between the person’s reported perspective and the
occupational therapist’s observed perspective, the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI enables
the occupational therapist to identify when there is a need to evaluate further to
determine the reasons for the discrepancies and if they can be resolved or minimized.
Unresolved discrepancies can interfere with (a) establishing realistic client-centered
goals, and, in turn, (b) determining what types of interventions are most likely to be
effective.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can enable the occupational therapist to identify persons who
are at risk for serious consequences (e.g., physical injury or social-emotional harm to
self or others), specifically persons who persist in not reporting observable problems
with their ADL task performance/social interaction because they are not aware of or
do not acknowledge their problems.

•

The results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can support the occupational therapist, the
person, and others in the client constellation as they collaborate to identify the type
of support a person needs during ADL task performance/social interaction or for safe
community living.

1.3 Overview of Administration of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
The ACQ-OP is administered immediately after a person has completed performance
of each ADL task that was observed during the AMPS observation. The ACQ-SI may be
administered immediately after each social exchange that was observed as part of an ESI
observation; or, if two or more observed social exchanges progress, one after another,
without a pause, the ACQ-SI interview may be administered immediately after completion
of all observed social exchanges. More specifically, the steps of administration for the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI are as follows:
1.

Conduct the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview: The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI consists of 11
questions (items: Q-1 to Q-11), a Follow-Up question, and a Termination question.
The 11 questions that comprise the items begin with a general question related to the
3

person’s overall perspective on his or her quality of ADL task performance/social
interaction during the observed task/social exchange. The occupational therapist then
asks progressively more targeted questions that are designed to encourage the person
to reflect on and report his or her perspective on specific aspects of his or her ADL
task performance/social interaction. When needed, the occupational therapist asks
additional questions to encourage the person to clarify vague or unclear responses. The
Follow-Up question is designed to encourage the person to share his or her perspective
on how he or she modified the observed ADL task performance/social interaction so
as to minimize or prevent problems from occurring. The final Termination question
that concludes each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview involves asking the person to rate his
or her overall quality of performance of the ADL task/social exchange just observed.
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2.

Score the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI: After the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview is completed,
the occupational therapist first uses the criteria in the AMPS/ESI manual to score the
person’s quality of ADL task performance/social interaction observed during each
observed ADL task/social exchange. More specifically, the occupational therapist
must first rate the person’s overall quality of performance (QoP) in terms of effort,
efficiency, safety, and independence and all the ADL motor and ADL process items
included in the AMPS for each observed ADL task; or, if social interaction was
observed, the person’s overall quality of social interaction (QoSI) and the ESI social
interaction items for each observed social exchange.
After the occupational therapist has finished scoring the AMPS/ESI, he or she
is ready to proceed with scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI. Scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQSI generally involves comparing the problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction reported by the person to the severity of the problems as observed (and
scored) by the occupational therapist. The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item ratings are based
on the extent of discrepancy between the two perspectives. The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is
scored separately for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview that followed each observed
ADL task performance/social interaction.

3.

Enter the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scores into the OT Assessment Package (OTAP
software) and generate an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report: The occupational
therapist enters the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raw item discrepancy scores for each ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview into the OTAP software and then uses the OTAP software to
implement a many-faceted Rasch analysis of the raw ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item scores
in order to estimate the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure. Calibrated
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raters can then use the OTAP software to generate a Results of
the Assessment of Compared Qualities ― Occupational Performance (ACQ-OP) or
a Results of the Assessment of Compared Qualities ― Social Interaction (ACQ-SI)
report (ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report).

4.

Interpret the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI measure: Using the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results
Report, the occupational therapist interprets the extent of the discrepancy between the
person’s perspective and that of the occupational therapist, including consideration
of possible reasons for any discrepancies and their implications with regard to
establishing realistic client-centered goals, planning and implementing intervention,
or making recommendations for supports.

1.4 Unique Features of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is designed to measure the extent of the discrepancy
between the person’s “insider” perspective and occupational therapist’s “outsider”
perspective on a person’s quality of ADL task performance/social interaction. Thus,
the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is not designed to be a measure of general awareness/insight,
cognitive function, memory, or executive function that may be contributing to an
inability to experience or report observable problems with ADL task performance/
social interaction.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can be used with persons who are well or who have
identified disabilities (e.g., neurological, psychosocial, developmental), even when
they demonstrate limited awareness or insight into their problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can be used with children, age 4 and older, as well as with
adults of all ages, provided the person is willing and able to engage in the interview
process.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can be administered to persons who have limited or no verbal
communication skills provided the person is able to (a) use alternative communication
techniques (e.g., hand signing, professional interpreter) and (b) communicate reliably.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is an occupation-focused evaluation tool because it is designed
to compare two perspectives on the person’s quality of occupational performance, that
of the person and that of the occupational therapist.

•

Use of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI supports client-centered practice because the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview process involves gathering information about the person’s
perspective on specific aspects of his or her occupational performance, and then using
that information when collaborating with the client to establish the client’s goals and
plan intervention.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI results are based on specific, familiar, and relevant ADL task
performances/social exchanges that were just completed rather than on a person’s
5

description of his or her usual or recent daily life task performances in a more general
manner (e.g., tasks performed yesterday or last week).
•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI was developed using many-faceted Rasch measurement
models (Bond & Fox, 2007; Linacre, 2013a, 2013b).

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI provides an objective measure of the extent of the discrepancy
between a person’s self-reported problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction and the problems with ADL task performance/social interaction observed
by the occupational therapist.

•

The OTAP software can be used to generate an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report
that includes a graphic display of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure in
relation to criterion-referenced “descriptor statements” used to describe the extent of
the discrepancy between a person’s reported problems with ADL task performance/
social interaction and the problems the occupational therapist observed.

1.5 Limitations of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
While there are many advantages of using the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, the following are
some limitations of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI:
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•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI can only be administered by an occupational therapist who
(a) is calibrated as an AMPS/ESI rater and who scores the AMPS/ESI in a valid
and reliable manner, or (b) has recently taken an AMPS or ESI training course and
chosen to pursue concurrent rater calibration in both AMPS and ACQ-OP or ESI
and ACQ-SI.

•

The ability to be able to use the OTAP software to generate ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results
Reports (and hence, ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measures) also requires that the
occupational therapist is calibrated as an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI rater.

•

The person being evaluated must be willing to engage in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview and be able to communicate his or her responses to the ACQ-OP/ACQSI interview questions in a reliable manner, using spoken or signed language, an
interpreter, or an augmentative communication device.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is not designed to be used to interview parents, caregivers, or
others in the client constellation.

2. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
2.1 Evidence to Support the Validity and Reliability
of the ACQ-OP Scale and Measures
The evidence to support the validity of the ACQ-OP scale and validity and reliability
of the ACQ-OP measures was based on cross sectional data for 1226 persons, 5 to 97
years (M = 50, SD = 23), both well and with a variety of diagnoses (e.g., neurological,
developmental), from Scandinavia, Asia, and North America. Slightly more than 50% were
women, 21% were living independently, and 79% needed minimal (38%) to substantial
(41%) assistance for community living. The data were gathered from a total of 105 trained
ACQ-OP raters. All data were gathered in clinical and community settings. When the
ACQ-OP raw data were analyzed using a many-faceted Rasch (MFR) analysis that adjusted
each ACQ-OP measure to account for rater severity, challenge of the observed ADL task,
and item difficulty, the following evidence was generated:2
•

The four-category rating scale for the ACQ-OP items demonstrated ordered category
measures, and all four categories demonstrated acceptable goodness of fit to the MFR
model for the ACQ-OP.

•

Of the 105 raters, 103 (98%) scored the ACQ-OP in a reliable manner (MnSq ≤ 1.4).

•

Of the 94 ADL tasks included in the analysis, all but 3 (3%) demonstrated acceptable
goodness of fit to the MFR model of the ACQ-OP.

•

All of the ACQ-OP items demonstrated acceptable goodness of fit to the MFR model
of the ACQ-OP.

•

The ACQ-OP measures were sensitive enough to identify at least three different
levels of discrepancy between the participants’ self-reported problems with ADL task
performance and the problems observed by the occupational therapists (separation
index = 2.9; separation reliability = .90).

•

The standard error (SE) for the ACQ-OP discrepancy measures was 0.3 logit (log-odds
probability unit), indicating high reliability of the ACQ-OP discrepancy measures.

2 Because the earlier versions of what has become the ACQ-OP (i.e., Assessment of Awareness of Disability
[AAD], Assessment of Awareness of Ability [AAA, A3]) were designed to evaluate awareness/insight,
and not as occupation-focused assessments designed to evaluate the discrepancy between a person’s
self-reported problems with occupational performance and the problems observed by the occupational
therapist, the results of research supporting the validity and reliability of those tools are not reported here.
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2.2 Evidence to Support the Validity and Reliability
of the ACQ-SI Scale and Measures
The development of the ACQ-SI was based on the design of the ACQ-OP. Because
it was a relatively new instrument, there was a need to gather preliminary data to ensure
that the new tool demonstrated sound psychometric qualities. Fisher, Kottorp, and
Munkholm (2013), therefore, implemented a cross-sectional study that included 80 adults,
21 to 67 years (M = 33.5, SD = 11.0), with a variety of developmental disabilities (e.g.,
intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, spina bifida) or psychiatric diagnoses (e.g., bipolar
disorder, depression) who were living in northern Sweden. Slightly more than 50% of the
participants were women, 57% were living independently, and 43% needed minimal to
substantial assistance for community living. All data were gathered in community settings
by eight occupational therapists trained in the administration of the newly developed ACQSI. The results of a many-faceted Rasch (MFR) analysis of the ACQ-SI data are presented
below. The MFR analysis adjusted each of the estimated ACQ-SI discrepancy measures
to account for rater severity, challenge of the intended purposes of the observed social
exchanges, and item difficulty.
•

The ACQ-SI four-category rating scale demonstrated ordered category measures, and
all four categories demonstrated acceptable goodness of fit to the MFR model for the
ACQ-SI.

•

Seven of the eight raters scored the ACQ-SI in a reliable manner (MnSq ≤ 1.3).

•

All of the intended purposes and 10 of the 11 ACQ-SI items demonstrated acceptable
goodness of fit. The rater who failed to score the ACQ-SI in a reliable manner
accounted for the misfit of the item Q-7, Doing agreed task.

•

The extent of the discrepancy between the participants’ self-reported perspectives and
those of the occupational therapists who observed and scored the participants’ qualities
of social interaction could be divided into at least four different levels (separation
index = 3.7; separation reliability = .93).

•

The standard error (SE) for the ACQ-SI discrepancy measures was 0.4 logit, indicating
high reliability.

2.3 Relationships Among AMPS, ESI,
ACQ-OP, and ACQ-SI Measures
One way to examine the validity of an instrument is to ensure that the construct it
measures demonstrates expected relationships with other variables. That is, the measures
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generated by one instrument should demonstrate a high relationship with measures generated
by another instrument thought to measure the same construct (e.g., two tests of self-reported
ADL ability). Conversely, the relationship between two measures representing different
constructs (e.g., observed ADL motor ability and observed quality of social interaction)
should not be highly correlated.
Fisher, Griswold, Munkholm, and Kottorp (2017) examined the relationships among
the ADL motor and ADL process ability measures of the AMPS (Fisher & Jones, 2012,
2014), the quality of social interaction measures of the ESI (Fisher & Griswold, 2015), and
the ACQ-OP and ACQ-SI discrepancy measures for 58 participants, ages 21 to 67, with
a variety of different types of developmental disabilities (e.g., intellectual developmental
disorder, spina bifida, cerebral palsy). Fisher et al. expected all relationships to support their
hypothesis that these five scales measure different, but sometimes overlapping, constructs.
They used the preferred method, Cohen’s (1988) criteria, to determine the effect sizes of
the correlations: r < .1 = no effect; r ≥ .1 = small effect; r ≥ .3 = medium effect; and r ≥ .5
= large effect. The following relationships and effect sizes were found:
•

The ADL motor and ADL process ability measures demonstrated a moderate positive
relationship with each other (r = .40, medium effect size).

•

The relationship between the ESI quality of social interaction measures and ADL
motor ability measures was weak (r =.23, small effect size), and there was a moderate
positive relationship between the ESI quality of social interaction measures and the
ADL process ability measures (r = .40, medium effect size).

•

The ACQ-OP and the ACQ-SI discrepancy measures demonstrated a strong positive
relationship with each other (r = .59, large effect size).

•

The ACQ-OP discrepancy measures demonstrated a weak relationship with the ADL
motor ability measures (r = .27, small effect size) and a strong positive relationship
with ADL process ability measures (r = .75, large effect size).

•

The ACQ-SI discrepancy measures demonstrated a strong positive relationship with
the ESI quality of social interaction measures (r = .76, large effect size).

Because the highest shared variance among the AMPS motor,
AMPS process, ESI, ACQ-OP, and ACQ-SI measures never
exceeded 58% (i.e., r2 = .762 = .58), the results of correlational
analyses suggest that all five scales measure different
constructs that only occasionally may be related.
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3. IMPLEMENT THE ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI INTERVIEW
3.1 Overview of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview is designed to enable the occupational therapist to
systematically gather information related to a person’s perspective on his or her quality
of ADL task performance/social interaction. That is, when the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is
administered, the occupational therapist uses the respective ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Guide and systematically progresses through each of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions.
Copies of the ACQ-OP and ACQ-SI Interview Guides are included in Appendix A. We
recommend that the occupational therapist refer to these interview guides when reading
this chapter.
The ACQ-OP and ACQ-SI interviews are structured in the same manner. The ACQOP/ACQ-SI is intended to be administered as a semi-structured interview. It includes
(a) 11 questions that comprise the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items (Q-1 to Q-11), (b) a FollowUp question designed to give the person the opportunity to discuss strategies he or she
implemented to minimize or prevent problems with the observed ADL task performance/
social interaction, and (c) a Termination question where the occupational therapist asks the
person to provide a self-rating of his or her overall quality of the ADL task performance/
social interaction just observed. It is essential that the occupational therapist asks the
person all of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions for each observed ADL task/social exchange.
The steps of an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview are summarized in Table 3-1. In this
chapter, we first will discuss each of these steps. Then, after the occupational therapist has
had a chance to become familiar with the details of an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview, we will
present some tips for implementing an effective, valid, and reliable ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview (see Section 3.10).

Table 3-1 Summary of the Steps of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
1. Prepare to administer the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview.
2. Determine when and how to initiate the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview.
3. Introduce the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview to the person.
4. Ask the person ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions 1 to 11 (Q-1 to Q-11).
5. Ask the person the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Follow-Up question.
6. Ask the person the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Termination question.
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3.2 Prepare to Administer an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Preparing to administer an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview involves becoming familiar
with the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions and developing a clear understanding of the key action
that is in focus for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question. Knowledge of the key action that is
in focus for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question is critical. That is, when the occupational
therapist administers the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, he or she will need to listen carefully to the
person’s answers and determine if (a) the person’s response is focused on the key action
that is specified in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question the occupational therapist has just asked,
and (b) the person is clearly describing a problem with occupational performance. If the
person’s response is not focused on the key action or does not clearly describe a problem
with occupational performance, the occupational therapist needs to clarify the original
question or ask the person to elaborate further on his or her response in an attempt to elicit
a response that (a) is focused on the key action and (b) clearly describes a performance
problem.
The first step, therefore, is to read the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide and become
familiar with the key action specified for each question. For example, Q-4 for the ACQOP is: How was it for you to position yourself and to move your body and task objects to
different places when you were [ADL task]? The key action in focus is underlined, and it
pertains to positioning oneself, moving one’s body from place to place, and moving task
objects from place to place.
Similarly, Q-4 for the ACQ-SI is: When you were [social exchange], did you have any
problems/difficulties talking/speaking without pauses or hesitations and did you speak for
appropriate lengths of time when you were interacting with [social partner]? In this case,
the key action in focus pertains to speaking without pauses or hesitations and speaking
for an appropriate length of time.
The second step is to review the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form (see Appendix B) to
deepen further the occupational therapist’s understanding of what elements of the ADL
task performance/social interaction are considered when scoring each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
item. For example, when scoring Q-4 of the ACQ-OP, the occupational therapist considers
the person’s scores for Walks and Transports. This knowledge informs the occupational
therapist that ACQ-OP Q-4 has to do with walking around and carrying objects. The ACQOP Score Form also lists Aligns and Stabilizes which inform the occupational therapist that
Q-4 also pertains to remaining stable and not propping or losing one’s balance while
standing and walking. Finally, included in ACQ-OP Q-4 are Positions (not assuming
awkward arm and body positions), Bends (sitting down or standing up without evidence
of stiffness), Moves (being able to move one’s walker or wheelchair), and Navigates
(moving around without bumping one’s hand or body into objects).
In like manner, the ACQ-SI Score Form for Q-4 informs the occupational therapist
that Produces Speech (speaking clearly and not mumbling), Speaks Fluently (speaking
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without pauses or hesitations and speaking too fast or too slow), and Times Duration
(sending very long or short messages) are considered when scoring this ACQ-SI item.
Finally, ACQ-SI Q-4 includes Matches Language in relation to saying very little.
The point here is not to memorize all of the details of each AMPS/ESI item considered
in relation to each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item. Rather, the point is for the occupational therapist
to become familiar with the key action, including all associated behavioral elements, that
is in focus when he or she asks each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.
In this process, it is critical that the occupational therapist carefully consider each of
the AMPS/ESI items on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form that are preceded by the words,
“if related.” Whenever an AMPS/ESI item is preceded by these words, it means that (a)
the AMPS/ESI item is listed under at least one other ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item, and (b)
the behavioral element of these “if related” AMPS/ESI items that is considered under
each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item differs. For example, Positions is considered in terms of
assuming awkward arm and body positions (e.g., “elbow up”) under ACQ-OP question
Q-4. In contrast, Positions is considered in terms of standing too far from objects during
reach under ACQ-OP question Q-5. Similarly, Matches Language is considered in terms
of (a) very limited speech (including saying very little) under ACQ-SI question Q-4, (b)
using jargon or sending messages that are above the level of the person’s understanding
under ACQ-SI question Q-6, and (c) whining or using childlike language under ACQ-SI
question Q-9.

When the occupational therapist implements the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview and listens to the person’s response, he or she must

•

Be sure that the person is focusing on the key action specified
by the question that was just asked;

•

Be prepared to reword, expand, or simplify the question so as
to ensure that the person understands the intended focus of
the question; and

•

Attempt to refocus the person if his or her response is not
relevant to the specified key action.

This means that the occupational therapist must have a clear
understanding of the key action (including all elements) that is in
focus for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.

Having a clear understanding of the key action that is in focus for each ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI question becomes critical because the occupational therapist must seek a balance
between (a) ensuring that he or she does not place the person being interviewed in a
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situation where the person must try to guess what the occupational therapist “really
means” when he or she asks the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question (i.e., what is the key action
in focus), and (b) not being so explicit that the occupational therapist ends up asking a
leading question (i.e., one that guides the person toward a specific answer). We can clarify
this point by considering all of the behaviors that are elements of the key action considered
under ACQ-OP Q4 and ACQ-SI Q4, as follows:
•

ACQ-OP Q-4: positioning oneself (i.e., awkward arm and body positions, including
“elbow up”), moving one’s body from place to place, moving task objects from place
to place, walking around and carrying objects, remaining stable and not propping
or losing one’s balance while standing and walking, sitting down and standing up,
moving one’s walker or wheelchair, and moving around without bumping one’s hand
or body into objects.

•

ACQ-SI Q-4: speaking without pauses or hesitations, speaking for an appropriate
length of time, speaking clearly and not mumbling, speaking too fast or too slow,
sending very long or short messages, and saying very little.

In each of these examples, the elements of the key action included in the question
on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview Guide are underlined. The other behaviors are ones
that are not explicitly included in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, but they become very
important to consider when the occupational therapist must follow the original ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI question with additional questions intended to clarify the original question or to
encourage the person to elaborate on a response he or she has given. We will discuss when
and how we follow the original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question with these additional questions
in Section 3.7. For now, it is critical for the occupational therapist to understand the
importance of being prepared to use these alternative words that capture the elements of
the key action (or others with similar meaning) in order to enable the person to reflect on
and report his or her experienced problems with ADL task performance/social interaction.
In so doing, the occupational therapist must carefully avoid asking leading questions
that focus the person on the specific problems the occupational therapist observed as the
person engaged in the ADL task performance/social interaction. Leading questions are
discussed in Section 3.7.3.

3.3 Determine When and How to Initiate the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Directly after the person has completed each observed AMPS task, the occupational
therapist introduces the ACQ-OP to the person and then interviews the person regarding
his or her perspective on his or her ADL task performance. Similarly, directly after the
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person has been observed during one or more social exchanges, the occupational therapist
introduces the ACQ-SI and interviews the person regarding his or her perspective on his
or her quality of social interaction. When administering the ACQ-SI, there are three
additional considerations that will determine when and how the ACQ-SI interview will
be implemented:
•

When the social partners have engaged in two or more social exchanges that
progressed, one after another, without a pause, the occupational therapist must avoid
interrupting the ongoing social interaction. The occupational therapist, therefore,
waits until the final social exchange has concluded before introducing the ACQ-SI
to the person and initiating the ACQ-SI interviews for each of the observed social
exchanges.

•

After observing a social exchange, it may not be possible, or it may be awkward,
to interview the person without also including the person’s social partner. In this
situation, the occupational therapist can choose to interview both the person and
the social partner. When both the person and the social partner are interviewed, the
occupational therapist always interviews the person being evaluated first, asking
the person all of the ACQ-SI questions. The occupational therapist then asks the
social partner all of the ACQ-SI questions, making it clear that the social partner is to
respond regarding his or her own performance, not that of the person who was being
evaluated.
Moreover, when the occupational therapist has observed two or more social
exchanges that progressed, one after another, without a pause, and therefore waited
until after the final social exchange had concluded to initiate the ACQ-SI interview with
the person and his or her social partner, the occupational therapist alternates between
interviewing the person and the social partner. As the occupational therapist proceeds,
he or she always ensures that the person being evaluated is interviewed first for each
of the observed social exchanges. When scoring the ACQ-SI, the perspectives of the
social partner and any information he or she reports during the ACQ-SI interview
are never considered.

•

In situations where two (or more) social exchanges are discussed after the ESI
observation, the occupational therapist must ensure that both the person and the
occupational therapist are always clear about which social exchange is being
discussed. As noted on the ACQ-SI Interview Guide, the occupational therapist
should ask, when needed for clarification, “Which activity/situation were you thinking
of?” Asking for this clarification will also help the occupational therapist ensure
that he or she records (and later scores) the person’s responses in relation to the
correct social exchange.
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3.4 General Guidelines for Conducting the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
As we noted earlier, the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is a semi-structured interview. This means
that the occupational therapist is not required to read the exact text included in the ACQOP/ACQ-SI Interview Guides. It is critical, however, that the occupational therapist
“stays close to” the language used in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guides so as to
ensure generating valid ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI results. Reviewing the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
questions and becoming familiar with the elements of the key action in focus for each
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question will enable the occupational therapist to become familiar with
alternative language that may be used (see Section 3.2). It is also important that the
occupational therapist ensures that the atmosphere remains relaxed and nonjudgmental
so as to encourage the person to respond openly and honestly to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
questions. The following guidelines further facilitate the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview
process:
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•

It is essential that the occupational therapist ask all of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions,
even if part or all of a question pertains to actions of an ADL task performance/social
interaction that were not observed (i.e., AMPS: Walks, Transports, or Restores; ESI:
Approaches/Starts or Concludes/Disengages).

•

Allow the person to respond to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions in a natural and
spontaneous manner, using his or her own words.

•

Listen carefully to the person’s response to each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, and be
prepared to respond, as needed, in an appropriate manner.
○

If, in response to ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-2 to Q-11, the person describes
a clear and relevant performance problem, but has not described all of the
performance problems the occupational therapist has observed, the occupational
therapist can ask, in a neutral manner, “Was there anything else?” or “Did you
have any other difficulties with [key action]?”

○

If, in response to ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-3 to Q-11, the person describes
problems with key actions that are not related to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question
just asked, the occupational therapist must attempt to focus the person on the
key action that is specified in the question just asked (e.g., “When you were
sweeping the driveway, did you have any difficulties reaching for and getting
objects?” / “When you were talking with John and showing him your new phone,
did you have any difficulties keeping the conversation going?”).

○

If, in response to ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-3 to Q-11, the person describes
his or her typical problems or compares the observed ADL task performance/

social interaction to recent or usual performances, the occupational therapist
must attempt to focus the person on his or her performance during the ADL
task/social exchange just completed (e.g., “How did it go for you today when
you were putting on your shirt?” / “How did it go today when you were talking
to your supervisor and planning your next meeting?”).

•

○

If, in response to ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-3 to Q-11, the person describes
task objects, the environment, or his or her body functions rather than his or
her ADL task performance/social interaction, the occupational therapist must
attempt to focus the person on the key action that is in focus for the question
just asked (e.g., “When you were vacuuming out your car, did you have any
difficulties finding and gathering the things you needed?” / “When you were
talking and interacting with Elizabeth while you were drinking coffee together,
did you have any difficulties keeping Elizabeth engaged in your conversation?”).

○

If, in response to ACQ-SI questions Q-3 to Q-11, the person describes his or her
social partner’s problems rather than his or her own, the occupational therapist
must encourage the person to focus on his or her own social interaction (e.g.,
“I would like to hear about any problems you had with taking your turn when you
were talking with your daughter.”).

○

If the person reported a problem earlier in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview that
is relevant to the current question, the occupational therapist may choose to
acknowledge the earlier response when asking the current ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
question (e.g., “I know that you have said that you had difficulty opening the
bread bag. How about other times when you were using your hands to make your
salami sandwich? Can you describe any other difficulties?” / “You mentioned
earlier that you interrupted Mary when she was telling you about her brother.
Can you describe any other difficulties you had with taking your turn when you
were talking and interacting with Mary?”).

The occupational therapist should always take notes of the person’s answers to the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions, recording them on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Guide. These notes must be as detailed as possible.
○

Use the person’s own words to record the person’s responses.

○

Always record any reply that indicates a report of no problem (e.g., “It went
fine”; “That was easy”; “I do not remember”).

○

Always accurately record any reply that clearly describes a problem with ADL
task performance/social interaction; for the ACQ-OP, this includes recording
any actions and related task objects that are mentioned (examples of responses
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that do and do not clearly describe a performance problem are shown in Table
3-3, see also Section 3.7.2).
○

If the person clearly describes a performance problem addressed by another
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, the occupational therapist merely records the
person’s response under the question being asked. The person’s response
will be considered under the most relevant ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question once the
occupational therapist proceeds to scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI (see Section
4.13.1).

○

The occupational therapist should only record the problems the person reports
verbally (with or without support of supplemental gestures); the occupational
therapist should never record or interpret any messages that are primarily nonverbal (e.g., pointing to a task object or to one’s mouth, frowning).

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide is designed so that one form can be used to
record notes for two ADL tasks/social exchanges; notes for the first ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview can be recorded on the left side and notes for the second ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview can be recorded on the right side of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide.
The occupational therapist must ensure that the notes recorded always correspond to
the relevant ADL task/social exchange.

•

The occupational therapist must never make any evaluative statements in response
to the person’s answers to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions (e.g., “I also was worried
that you might fall.” / “Yes, I also noticed that you interrupted your social partner.”).

3.5 Introduce the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview to the Person
The occupational therapist introduces the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview in a manner that
will help the person understand that the occupational therapist is interested in hearing the
person’s perspective on his or her ADL task performance/social interaction and that his or
her answers are an important component of the occupational therapy evaluation process.
The person should also be made aware that the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is an evaluation, not just
a “casual conversation.” A recommended introductory statement is included on the ACQOP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide: “After I observe a person perform a task, I like to ask him/
her what his/her perceptions were of his/her own performance.” / “After I observe a person
engage in a task that involves talking together and interacting with another person, I like to
ask him/her what were his/her perceptions of his/her own social interaction.” Finally, the
occupational therapist may want to inform the person that the occupational therapist will be
taking notes of what the person says so that he or she can remember all of the information
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the person shared: “While we are talking and you are telling me about your perceptions, I
will take notes to be sure I remember everything you tell me.”
3.5.1 Modify the introduction to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview to match the
evaluation context
The wording that the occupational therapist uses to introduce the person to the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview may be modified to reflect the evaluation context. For example, the
occupational therapist may want to add content to clarify that the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is part
of the occupational therapy evaluation process: “An important aspect of my occupational
therapy evaluation is finding out about what is your perspective on your performance
when you were [ADL task/social exchange].” The occupational therapist also may want
to clarify that the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview can contribute to intervention
planning: “In order to help me better work with you as we plan your occupational therapy,
it is important for me to hear your opinion and learn about your perceptions of how it went
for you when you [ADL task/social exchange].”
If the evaluation context pertains to administering the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI as part of a
research project, the occupational therapist may want to clarify, before administering the
AMPS/ESI, why the AMPS/ESI as well as the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI were included as baseline
or outcome measures. If the occupational therapist is administering the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
in order to complete the rater calibration process, it is appropriate to inform the person
being tested that the occupational therapist has just learned to administer the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI (and the AMPS/ESI, if relevant), and that he or she would like to administer the
AMPS/ESI as well as the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI in order to complete his or her training.
3.5.2 Modify the introduction to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI when testing well persons or
those without identified disabilities
Some occupational therapists have reported that they experience challenges when
interviewing well persons. We have found that merely explaining our purpose for
implementing the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview (see Section 3.5.1) often overcomes
any feelings of discomfort on the part of the occupational therapist or the person being
interviewed. In other instances, the occupational therapist may want to introduce the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview by adding one of the following:
•

“After I observe each ADL task performance/social interaction, I would like to ask
you some questions to learn about your perspective. This will help me learn more
about how healthy, well persons like yourself view their own ADL task performances/
social interactions.”

•

“By participating in an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview, you will help me learn more
about how healthy, well persons like yourself respond to the questions I will be asking
you. This will enable me to better understand (a) how the people I work with in
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occupational therapy differ from well persons, and (b) how I might be able to better
help the people I work with during their occupational therapy.”

3.6 Ask ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Questions Q-1 and Q-2
Once the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview has been introduced, the occupational therapist
moves directly to Q-1: “When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you
think it went; how did it go?” / “When you think about when you were [social exchange]
and were talking together and interacting with [social partner], how do you think it went;
how did it go?” As specified in Table 3-2 and the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide, the
occupational therapist may repeat Q-1, without modification, but only if he or she suspects
that the person was not listening to the question. Otherwise, the occupational therapist
does not repeat the question or ask the person any clarification or elaboration questions; he
or she just records what the person said and then proceeds directly to asking Q-2. (Note.
Clarification and elaboration questions are defined and their use discussed in Section 3.7.)
With the second ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, Q-2, the occupational therapist guides
the person to identify specific examples of problems the person experienced as difficult
during the observed ADL task performance/social interaction: “Describe for me anything
about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.” / “Describe for me anything
about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking together
and interacting with [social partner].” If the person mentioned any specific examples
when responding to Q-1, the occupational therapist uses the alternative wording for
Q-2: “Describe for me any other parts of [ADL task] that were hard/difficult for you.” /
“Describe for me any other parts of [social exchange] that were hard/difficult for you when
you were talking together and interacting with [social partner].” Again, the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI Interview Guide specifies that Q-2 may be repeated, if needed (i.e., if the person
does not respond or the occupational therapist suspects that the person was not listening to
the question; see also Table 3-2).
One difference between Q-1 and Q-2 is that the occupational therapist can ask the
person if he or she had any other difficulties (e.g., “Was there anything else?”; “Did
you have any other difficulties with [ADL task/social exchange]?”) if the person clearly
describes a problem with ADL task performance/social interaction, but the occupational
therapist observed other performance problems. Otherwise, the occupational therapist
does not ask any further clarification or elaboration questions. Instead, he or she merely
records the person’s responses to Q-2 and proceeds immediately to asking Q-3.
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Person clearly describes a performance problem focused on
the key action specified in the question asked

Person does not respond or the occupational therapist
suspects the person did not listen to the question

Q-3 to Q-11

Q-3 to Q-11

• “Today, when you were [task/social exchange], did you
have any difficulties with [key action]?”

• “I had the same problems I usually have.”

• “That is how it usually goes when we talk together.”

• “I made the sandwich just like I always do.”

• “How was it for you to [key action] today when you
were [task/social exchange]?”

Person responds in a manner that is general or is focused on
his or her recent or usual performance

Q-3 to Q-11

(continued)

• “When you were [task/social exchange] did you have
any difficulties with [key action]?”

Person clearly describes a performance problem, but the key
action differs from that specified in the question asked (e.g.,
in response to Q-4 the person clearly describes a problem
focused on the key action for Q-8)

Repeat the original question (e.g., Q-4), stressing the
focus [key action] of the original question

Do not clarify; repeat original question

Do not clarify. If the occupational therapist observed
performance errors the person has not mentioned, he or
she may ask, “Was there anything else?” Otherwise,
proceed to next question.

Do not clarify. If the occupational therapist observed
performance errors the person has not mentioned, he or
she may ask, “Was there anything else?” Otherwise,
proceed to next question.

Do not clarify; proceed to next question

Do not clarify; repeat original question

Clarification question

Q-3 to Q-11

• “Sorry, I did not hear what you said.”

Person clearly describes a performance problem

• “I don’t remember.”

• “I was a bit slow, but otherwise it went well.”

• “It went fine.”

Person responds to the question, reporting no problems

• “What did you say?”

Person does not respond or the occupational therapist
suspects the person did not listen to the question

Person’s response

Q-2

Q-1 and Q-2

Q-1 and Q-2

ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
question

Table 3-2 Clarification Questions: Examples of When and How They Are Asked
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Q-3 to Q-11

Q-3 to Q-11

Q-3 to Q-11

ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
question

Person’s response

• “Did you have any problems with [key action] when
you were [task]?”
• “How was it for you, today, when you [key action] with
[social partner] and were [social exchange]?”
• “In terms of your own social interaction, did you have
any difficulties with [key action] when you were [social
exchange] and talking with and interacting with [social
partner]?”

• “Someone put the spoons in the wrong place.”

• “He often talks really fast.”

• “I don’t think Mary understood the rules of the game we
were playing.”

• “I don’t remember.”

• “I did not have any problems.”

• “It went fine.”

Person responds to the question, reporting no problems

• “I tend to be kind of shy.”

Do not clarify; proceed to next question

• “Did you have any difficulties with [key action] when
you were [social exchange] and talking with and
interacting with [social partner]?”

• “I had a hard time remembering what he said to me.”

• “My balance is not so great.”

• “Did you have any problems with [key action] when
you were [task]?”

• “My fingers are stiff and not so flexible.”

Person’s response is focused on body functions

• “Did you have any problems in relation to the milk
when you [key action]? How was it for you to [key
action] when you interacted with other objects?”

Clarification question

• “The milk was heavy.”

Person’s response is focused on task objects, environment,
or social partner

Table 3-2 Continued

3.7 Ask ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Questions Q-3 Through Q-11
Q-3 through Q-11 differ from Q-1 and Q-2 in two important ways:
•

They are designed to encourage the person to focus in on specific aspects of his or
her ADL task performance/social interaction (e.g., using one’s hands, reaching for
and getting task objects / taking one’s turn when talking, interacting politely).

•

The occupational therapist now asks the person (a) clarification questions when there
is a need to clarify the focus of the original question; or (b) elaboration questions
when the person’s response suggests, but does not clearly describe a performance
problem, and there is a need to request the person to elaborate on his or her initial
response in an attempt to elicit a response that clearly describes a performance
problem.

Because clarification questions and elaboration questions are used in different contexts,
their use is discussed in more detail in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. Finally, as was the case
with Q-2, the occupational therapist may continue to ask the person, “Was there anything
else?” or “Did you have any other difficulties with [key action]?” provided the person
clearly describes some but not all observed performance problems.

While clarification questions and elaboration questions are used in
different contexts, their overall purpose and format is often quite
similar. The fundamental purpose of both is to help the person reflect
on and clearly describe his or her experienced performance problems,
but without leading him or her to focus on specific problems that the
occupational therapist has observed.

3.7.1 Use of clarification questions
As clarified in Table 3-2, the occupational therapist asks clarification questions when
the occupational therapist judges that the person appears not to understand the meaning
or focus of the original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question the occupational therapist has asked.
More specifically, the occupational therapist asks clarification questions in the following
situations:
•

The person’s response is not focused on the key action specified in the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI question asked (e.g., ACQ-OP Q-3: use hands, ACQ-OP Q-5: reach for and
get objects / ACQ-SI Q-5: take turns, ACQ-SI Q-9: be polite and respectful).
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•

The person’s response reflects the person’s general, recent, or usual performance
versus focusing on the ADL task performance/social interaction just completed.

•

The person’s response is focused on task objects, the environment, the social partner,
or the person’s body functions, not on his or her quality of performance.

The examples of clarification questions shown in Table 3-2 provide guidelines for
how to respond to different situations that might occur. Another strategy to use when
clarifying the original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question is to provide the person with a variety
of possible options to consider (i.e., mention several task objects, mention several steps of
the task, mention the types of social behaviors [elements] that are considered when scoring
the original ACQ-SI question). The follow are some examples:
•

ACQ-OP Q-5: “How was it for you to reach for and get objects when you were [ADL
task]? Did you have any difficulties?” →
Person’s response: “Sometimes people put things in the wrong places.” →
Clarification question: “When you made your salad, how was it for you to reach for
and get the utensils from the drawer, the vegetables from the refrigerator, and the bowl
and plates from the cupboards?”

•

ACQ-OP Q-7: “When you think about [ADL task], did you perform the task as we
decided beforehand?” →
Person’s response: “I don’t understand what you mean.” →
Clarification question: “Did you set up the ironing board, iron the shirt, and hang it
up as we decided, or did you do the task differently from what we had decided?”

•

ACQ-SI Q-4: “When you were [social exchange], did you have any problems/
difficulties talking/speaking without pauses or hesitations and did you speak for
appropriate lengths of time when you were interacting with [social partner]? Can
you describe any difficulties?” →
Person’s response: “We are good friends and we talk all the time.” →
Clarification question: “When you were talking with Michael, and you were deciding
what movie to watch, did you have any difficulties speaking smoothly and clearly,
without pauses? Did you talk long enough but not too long?”

•

ACQ-SI Q-6: “How was it for you to keep the discussion/conversation going when
you were [social exchange] and talking with [social partner]?” →
Person’s response: “That is rarely a problem.” →
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Clarification question: “Today, when you were talking with Mary while you were
drinking coffee together, how did you do in keeping the conversation going, for
example, asking Mary questions and giving relevant replies?”

When clarification questions include possible options

•

It is critical that the occupational therapist always suggest several
different options (i.e., several task objects, several task steps, or
several elements of the key action) that specifically relate to the
original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.

•

Do not just mention situations where the occupational therapist
observed the person to have had difficulties during the ADL task
performance/social exchange.

While there is no limit to how many clarification questions the occupational therapist
may ask, we have found that if one or two clarification questions do not enable to person
to focus in on the key action and clearly describe a relevant performance problem,
asking more clarification questions will rarely improve the situation. In other instances,
the clarification question will result in the person giving a relevant but unclear response.
In such situations, the occupational therapist needs to follow-up the person’s response with
an elaboration question (see Section 3.7.2). Otherwise, if, after attempting to clarify the
original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, the person persists in not clearly describing a relevant
performance problem, proceed to the next ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.
3.7.2 Use of elaboration questions
The occupational therapist uses elaboration questions when the person’s response to
the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question seems to indicate that the person did experience a problem
related to the key action specified in the original question, but the person did not clearly
describe his or her performance problem. Table 3-3 contrasts examples of (a) responses
that clearly describe the person’s performance problems with (b) responses that do not
clearly describe performance problems (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.13.2). The following
examples further specify when the occupational therapist should ask an elaboration
question because the person’s self-report did not clearly describe a performance problem:
•

The person reported a general problem, but did not clearly state the nature of the
problem (e.g., “Yes, it was hard for me”; “I had trouble with that”).
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•

The person’s response implies a possible problem, but a problem was not clearly
described (e.g., “For the most part, it was okay”; “I might have had a little problem
there”).

•

The problem reported by the person specified an action, but lacked the needed
clarity to specify the exact nature of the performance problem (e.g., “I had a problem
buttoning”; “It was hard for me to reach” / “Taking my turn was difficult”; “We had a
problem to stay focused”).

Table 3-3 Examples of Responses that Clearly Describe and that Do Not Clearly Describe
a Performance Problem
Not clear: Elaboration question indicated

Clear: No elaboration question indicated

“I had a problem buttoning.”

“I was slow buttoning”; “I had a problem getting
the buttons into the holes.”

“Reaching up was hard.”

“I had a problem reaching for the glasses.”

“I had trouble with my belt.”

“I could not get the prong of my buckle into the
hole.”

“The milk was heavy.”

“It was hard to lift the milk out of the refrigerator.”

“The lid on the jam jar was really tight.”

“I needed help to open the jam jar.”

“Taking my turn was hard.”

“I did not answer him when he asked me about
where I live.”

“I tended to hesitate.”

“I hesitated before I answered her.”

“We found it difficult to stay focused.”

“We got ‘off track’ and talked about our friends.”

“I was not using the best strategy to teach him.” “I talked too much when I was trying to teach
him.”
“I had a problem getting words out of my mouth.” “I stumbled over a few words and sometimes
the wrong words came out of my mouth.”
“It was hard for me to slow down.”

“I talked really fast.”

“I think I was not so polite.”

“I got angry.”

The following examples further specify when the use of an elaboration question is
not indicated because the person either (a) reported no problems or (b) he or she did
clearly describe a performance problem:
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•

The person reported that he or she did not have any problems (e.g., “It went fine”; “I
did not have any problems”; “I don’t remember”).

•

The person reported an ADL motor performance problem and specified an action and
an object (e.g., “I had a problem getting the buttons into the holes”; “It was hard for
me to bend down and get the pan from the cupboard”; “I had difficulty opening the
refrigerator door”).

•

The person reported an ADL motor, ADL process, or social interaction performance
problem that was not related to a specific task object, and he or she clearly specified
an action he or she performed (e.g., “It took me a long time to make the sandwich”; “I
had to sit down because I was losing my balance” / “I did not answer when he asked
me questions”; “I got angry”).

An example of an elaboration question is included in the Note under Q-3 in the ACQOP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide: “Please be more specific; describe them in more detail.”
Additional examples of elaboration questions include the following:
•

“Can you tell me more about that? How did that affect what you were doing?”

•

“Can you tell me more about when that happened?”

•

“What was it about your belt that was difficult for you?”

•

“Describe in more detail. What do you mean when you say it was hard for you to take
your turn?”

•

“What do you mean when you say you were not so polite? Can you tell me more about
that?”

3.7.3 Avoid use of leading questions
It is critical that the occupational therapist never ask a leading question. Leading
questions are those that guide the person to respond in a “desired” way or cue the person
to consider specific problems that the occupational therapist observed during the person’s
ADL task performance/social interaction. Using leading questions invalidates the results
of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI. The following are examples of leading questions:
•

“Was it difficult for you to get the things on the lower shelf of the refrigerator and put
them on the table?”

•

“Did you serve the vegetable soup into bowls?”

•

“Did you mean that losing your balance is what made it hard for you to reach for the
broom?”
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•

“Did you shout at Jim when giving your opinion?”

•

“How was it for you to look at Johan when you were talking to him?”

•

“Did you interrupt Delores and not give her enough time to answer you?”

When responses are unclear, the occupational therapist must
attempt to elicit responses that clearly describe performance
problems. More specifically,

•

Ask a clarification question when:
○

The person does not seem to understand the original ACQOP/ACQ-SI question,

○

The person’s response to the original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
question is not focused on the ADL task/social exchange
just completed, or

○

The person’s response is not focused on the key action
specified in the original ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question that was
asked.

•

Ask an elaboration question when the person reports (or
implies) a performance problem relevant to the original
question, but the problem is not clearly described.

•

Do not ask clarification or elaboration questions when one
is not needed (e.g., the person reports that he or she had no
problems).

•

Avoid asking more than two or three clarification or elaboration
questions per ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question, especially when
asking more questions does not result in the person giving a
clear response.

• Ensure that clarification and elaboration questions do not
become leading questions.

3.8 Ask the Follow-Up Question and the Termination Question
The Follow-Up question was designed to give the person an opportunity to share
with the occupational therapist his or her perspective on what strategies he or she used
to minimize or prevent problems during the observed ADL task performance/social
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interaction. People who already are using strategies often are more open to learning
about new ones and are able to more readily incorporate them into their future daily life
occupational performances. Knowledge of the extent to which the person expresses
flexibility and openness to change also can support the occupational therapist and the
person when working together as they identify and implement new strategies to enhance
the person’s quality of ADL task performance/social interaction.
As noted on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide, the occupational therapist must
ask all three of the Follow-Up questions, allowing the person to respond to each before
proceeding. When indicated, the occupational therapist should continue to ask elaboration
questions to encourage the person to provide clear descriptions.
The final Termination question is designed to elicit from the person his or her selfrating of his or her quality of ADL task performance/social interaction during the ADL
task/social exchange just observed. The occupational therapist asks the person to provide
this self-rating at the end of each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview. The occupational therapist
should read the Termination question and each of the response options, and then place an
X beside the response option chosen by the person.

3.9 How to Handle Challenges During the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Interviews can be unpredictable because they are influenced by the context, the
interviewer, and the person. We will, therefore, (a) consider a variety of challenges that
may arise and (b) discuss strategies the occupational therapist can use to handle them.
•

•

Sometimes a person starts reflecting upon his or her performance during or directly
after the ADL task performance/social interaction has ended, but before the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview has been initiated. Because the occupational therapist does
not consider these reflections when scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, the occupational
therapist should encourage the person to wait to report his or her reflections by saying:
○

“I would like you to wait to tell me about how you think you did until after you
have finished [ADL task/social exchange].”

○

“I want to hear about how you think [ADL task/social exchange] went, but I
would like you to wait until I can write down what you say.”

If the person does not focus on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question being asked, and
instead begins discussing other topics or issues, the occupational therapist should
refocus the person by repeating the original question (Q-1 through Q-11) or asking a
clarification question (Q-3 through Q-11).
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•

Similarly, if the person describes a performance problem that occurred prior to
initiating the AMPS/ESI observation (e.g., one that occurred during the AMPS task
setup or during the occupational therapy interview), the occupational therapist should
refocus the person by repeating the original question (Q-1 through Q-11) or asking a
clarification question (Q-3 through Q-11).

•

If the person clearly describes a specific problem and continues to focus on this
same problem, even though the occupational therapist has moved on to another ACQOP/ACQ-SI question, the occupational therapist can repeat the new ACQ-OP/ACQSI question (Q-2 through Q-11) or ask a clarification question (Q-3 through Q-11) to
help the person consider other aspects of the task/social exchange.

•

If, early in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview, the occupational therapist suspects
that the person might not feel comfortable acknowledging that he or she did have
problems, the occupational therapist might reconfirm the purpose of the interview and
how the information gathered from the person can help with developing a plan for
intervention.

•

If the person is unable to participate in the interview, the occupational therapist
should terminate the interview and not score the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI.

3.10 Tips For Implementing an Effective and Valid
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
The following tips summarize many of the key points we have stressed in earlier
sections of this chapter. Reviewing them before each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview will
help ensure that the occupational therapist implements a valid and reliable interview.
•

Carefully review the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview Guide and be familiar with the key
action in focus for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.

•

Carefully review the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form and note additional behaviors
(elements) that are considered under each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item.

•

Be prepared to reword the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions using alternative language
that clarifies or simplifies the key action in focus, while ensuring the intended meaning
of the question is not altered.

•

Listen carefully to the person’s responses.
○
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If the person is not talking about “today’s” performance or the key action, clarify
the focus of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question being asked using a clarification
question; when needed use alternative or simplified language (Q-3 to Q-11).

○

If the person’s response implies, but does not clearly describe a performance
problem, be prepared to ask an elaboration question; when needed use
alternative or simplified language (Q-3 to Q-11).

○

If the person clearly described a performance problem, but the occupational
therapist observed other performance problems that are related to the question
being asked, be prepared to ask the person, “Was there anything else?” or
“Did you have any other difficulties?” (Q-2 to Q-11). This point is especially
important when asking Q-11 because the person is to describe his or her biggest
difficulties, not just a single difficulty.

○

If, when asking ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-3 and Q-4, and the person
consistently reports having no problems, the occupational therapist can try
asking a clarification question in an attempt to encourage the person to begin
eliciting a more reflective response.

Avoid error when implementing an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview:

•

•

If the occupational therapist does not ask a clarification or an
elaboration question when one is indicated, he or she risks
lowering the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item score because the person
did not have an opportunity to clearly describe a performance
problem.

•

If the occupational therapist belabors an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question
and asks too many clarification or elaboration questions, he or
she risks the person over-identifying performance problems, and
thus, not identifying a discrepancy when one was present.

•

If the occupational therapist assumes that an unclear response
actually clearly describes a performance problem, he or she risks
not identifying a discrepancy when one was present.

Take careful notes.
○

Use the person’s own words when recording his or her responses to the ACQOP/ACQ-SI questions.

○

Record responses where the person reported having no problem.

○

Accurately record any actions and related task objects that are mentioned.
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○

•
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Avoid recording unnecessary information that does not pertain to “today’s”
performance (e.g., information describing past task performances or that focused
on the task objects, the environment, or the social partner; responses describing
performance problems that occurred prior to initiating the actual AMPS/ESI
observation [e.g., one that occurred during the AMPS task setup or during the
occupational therapy interview]).

Special considerations when testing healthy, well persons.
○

Well adults: It is common for well adults not to focus on their ADL task
performance/social interaction when answering the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions
(i.e., they focus on strategies to avoid problems, their thinking or reasoning,
the task objects, the environment, or the social partner). When this occurs,
the occupational therapist must attempt to use clarification and elaboration
questions to encourage the person to focus on the key action and clearly describe
his or her own performance problems. When asking clarification and elaboration
questions is not successful, the occupational therapist should proceed to the next
question and score the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI results accordingly (see Chapter
4). Keep in mind that it is common for there to be a discrepancy between what
well adults report and what the occupational therapist observes.

○

Typically-developing, well children: It is common for very young, typicallydeveloping children to consistently respond to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions
by reporting that they had no problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction. When this occurs, the occupational therapist may choose to repeat
the original question, breaking the key action into smaller behavioral elements.
If the child persists in reporting no problems, the occupational therapist may
also choose to verify the child’s response by asking, “No problems?” or “No
difficulties?” Otherwise, the occupational therapist should proceed to the next
question and score the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI results accordingly (see Chapter
4).

4. SCORE THE ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
After completing the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview and scoring each of the related
AMPS/ESI observations, the occupational therapist scores each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
interview. Thus, the occupational therapist completes one ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form
for each observed ADL task/social exchange. Copies of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Forms
are included in Appendix B; we recommend that the occupational therapist refer to these
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Forms when reading this chapter.
Scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI is completed in a series of 17 short steps shown in Table
4-1. Detailed information about how to complete each step is presented in the remainder
of this chapter.

4.1 Step 1: Record the Person’s Demographic Information
The following demographic information is recorded on each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score
Form:
•

Person’s name:
confidentiality)

•

Occupational therapist’s name: Name of the occupational therapist who implemented
the observation and interview

•

Gender: Gender of the person observed and interviewed

•

Birth date: Date of birth of the person observed and interviewed

•

OTAP software ID number: This field is left blank until the person’s data are
entered into the OTAP software and the OTAP software generates the person’s OTAP
ID number

•

Evaluation date: The date of the observation and interview

•

Observation number: The sequential number of the observed ADL task/social
exchange

•

Task/intended purpose code: The AMPS task code (e.g., J-10) or specific intended
purpose code (e.g., SI-2) from the respective manual (i.e., AMPS or ESI)

Person’s name, initials, or code number (when needed for
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Table 4-1 Summary of the Steps of Scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI I
1. Record the person’s demographic information.
2. Transfer the person’s self-rating (PSR).
3. Rate the overall level of discrepancy (LoD).
4. Write a global baseline statement.
5. Rate the person’s overall level of awareness/insight (LoA).
6. Transfer the QoP ratings/QoSI rating (Q-1).
7. Rate the person’s overall observed level of ADL/social skill limitation (Q-1).
8. Record a list of the person’s primary problems with ADL task performance/social interaction
(Q-2).
9. Judge the level of ADL/social skill limitation for each AMPS/ESI item cluster (Q-2).
10. Copy the judgments of the primary problems with ADL task performance/social interaction
from Q-2 to Q-11.
11. Transfer the relevant AMPS/ESI item ratings (Q-3 through Q-10).
12. Record the observed performance problems for skills to consider and judge the level of ADL/
social skill limitation (Q-3 through Q-10).
13. Record and code the performance problems clearly described by the person (Q-1 through
Q-11).
14. Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-1.
15. Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-2.
16. Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items Q-3 through Q-10.
17. Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-11.

4.2 Step 2: Transfer the Person’s Self-Rating (PSR)
The person’s self-rating (PSR) of his or her quality of ADL task performance/social
interaction is the person’s response to the Termination question for each observed ADL
task/social exchange. These ratings are transferred from each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Interview
Guide (see Appendix A) to the respective ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form. The following
PSR ratings are used:
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•

No problems: The person reported that he or she did quite well and had no problems
during the ADL task performance/social interaction.

•

Minor problems: The person reported that he or she only had some relatively minor
problems during the ADL task performance/social interaction.

•

Moderate problems: The person reported that he or she had some moderate problems
during the ADL task performance/social interaction.

•

Major problems: The person reported that he or she had some major problems during
the ADL task performance/social interaction.

4.3 Step 3: Rate the Overall Level of Discrepancy (LoD)
When rating the overall (global) level of discrepancy (LoD) for each observed ADL
task/social exchange, the occupational therapist compares (a) the occupational therapist’s
overall, global impressions, based on what the person reported when answering Q-1 through
Q-11, and (b) the occupational therapist’s global impressions of the person’s overall quality
of performance captured by the AMPS QoP ratings/ESI QoSI rating for each observed ADL
task/social exchange. The final LoD rating for each observed ADL task/social exchange is
based on the following scale:
•

None: The problems with ADL task performance/social interaction reported by the
person concurred completely with the occupational therapist’s global impressions.

•

Questionable: The occupational therapist questioned if there was some discrepancy
between the problems with ADL task performance/social interaction reported by the
person and the global problems observed by the occupational therapist.

•

Minimal: There was a minor discrepancy between the problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction reported by the person and the global problems
observed by the occupational therapist.

•

Moderate/Obvious: There was a moderate discrepancy between the problems
with ADL task performance/social interaction reported by the person and the global
problems observed by the occupational therapist.

•

Marked: There was a major discrepancy between the problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction reported by the person and the global problems
observed by the occupational therapist.

We strongly recommend that the occupational therapist rate the overall LoD before
scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items. Then, after scoring Q-1 through Q-11, we recommend
that the occupational therapist compare the final overall LoD rating to the overall pattern
of ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings to ensure that they are logical in relation to
each other. If many of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings are lower than the
overall LoD or if all of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings are higher than the
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overall LoD, there is likely some form of rater scoring error. Such error may be related to
the overall LoD rating, the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings, or both.

The following guidelines will help minimize error when rating the
overall LoD:
•

A person’s QoP ratings/QoSI rating may be higher than the lowest
AMPS/ESI item rating. For example, healthy well persons are
expected to have some AMPS/ESI ratings = 2, but their overall
QoP ratings/QoSI rating may be “no problem” or “questionable.”

•

The occupational therapist may score some ADL/social skill
limitations lower than he or she has rated the overall LoD.
For example, the occupational therapist may rate the LoD =
questionable despite rating some ADL/social skill limitations =
minimal on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form.

•

Similarly, the occupational therapist may score some of the final
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings lower than the overall
LoD rating. For example, the occupational therapist may rate the
LoD = questionable despite rating some ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items =
3 on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form.

•

Finally, the occupational therapist must never rate the overall LoD
higher than the highest ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy rating,
and some of the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings
must be as low or lower than the overall LoD rating.

4.4 Step 4: Write a Global Baseline Statement
After the occupational therapist rates the overall LoD between the problems reported
by the person and the problems observed by the occupational therapist, he or she writes a
global baseline statement summarizing the extent of the discrepancy between the person’s
and the occupational therapist’s perspectives. At this phase of scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQSI, the occupational therapist is encouraged to write separate baseline statements for each
observed ADL task/social exchange.
These global baseline statements often resonate with concerns expressed by family
members and other professional team members, and may provide a specific point of
reference for writing client-centered goals and planning intervention. In such cases, we
recommend entering the global baseline statements into the OTAP software so that they
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will be reported on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report. Examples of global baseline
statements are included in the Overall extent of discrepancy (global baseline) sections of
the ACQ-OP Results Report and the ACQ-SI Results Report shown in Figures C-1 and
C-2, Appendix C. Details about entering these global baseline statements into the OTAP
software so that they will be included in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report are discussed
in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.

Global baseline statements for the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI typically include
the following:
•

The person’s name (optional)

•

The name or a description of the ADL task the person performed/
characteristics of the observed social exchange (e.g., intended
purpose of the social exchange, with whom the person interacted)

•

The PSR of his or her overall quality of performance or a global
summary of the person’s pattern of responses to the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI questions (e.g., the person reported no problems with
ADL task performance/social interaction)

•

The occupational therapist’s ratings of the person’s QoP/QoSI
or an indication of the severity of the observed problems (e.g.,
the person demonstrated marked problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction)

•

The LoD between the person’s self-reported problems and the
problems observed by the occupational therapist (e.g., there was
a marked discrepancy between the problems reported by the
person and those observed by the occupational therapist)

4.5 Step 5: Rate the Person’s Overall
Level of Awareness/Insight (LoA)
The occupational therapist’s rating of a person’s LoA is based on everything that he
or she knows about the person. The following rating scale is used:
•

Good awareness: The person is aware; he or she demonstrates and expresses good
understanding of his or her strengths and limitations with everyday occupational
performance (i.e., there is no impact of decreased awareness on the person’s daily
life).
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•

Questionable awareness limitation: The occupational therapist questions if the
person is fully aware of his or her strengths and limitations with everyday occupational
performance.

•

Mild awareness limitation: The person has some minor problems with awareness of
his or her strengths and limitations with everyday occupational performance.

•

Moderate awareness limitation: The person has some moderate/obvious problems
with awareness of his or her strengths and limitations with everyday occupational
performance.

•

Marked awareness limitation: The person has some major problems with awareness
of his or her strengths and limitations with everyday occupational performance.

•

Unaware: The person is not at all aware of his or her strengths and limitations with
everyday occupational performance.

Because there are many reasons besides limited awareness/insight
for a person not to report problems with ADL task performances/
social interactions that were observed by the occupational
therapist, the occupational therapist’s rating of the person’s level of
awareness (LoA) should not be based on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items
scores. For example, the person’s LoA may be good or questionable
despite lowered item ratings on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Forms.
Conversely, a person may have diminished awareness despite high
scores on some ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items.

4.6 Step 6: Transfer the QoP Ratings/QoSI Rating (Q-1)
Next, the occupational therapist transfers the person’s QoP ratings/QoSI rating for each
observed ADL task/social exchange from the respective AMPS/ESI Score Form to Q-1 on
the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form. For example, when an occupational therapist observed
a man put on his long-sleeved, front-buttoning shirt, he demonstrated mild clumsiness and
moderate inefficiency. He also demonstrated a mild fall risk. The occupational therapist,
therefore, recorded the man’s QoP ratings for effort = minimal, efficiency = moderate,
safety = minimal, and independence = no problem on the ACQ-OP Score Form (see Figure
4-1). When another occupational therapist observed a woman as she engaged in casual
conversation with her co-workers, the woman demonstrated markedly inappropriate quality
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of social interaction. The occupational therapist, therefore, recorded her QoSI rating =
marked on the respective ACQ-SI Score Form.
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?
Consider only the QoP ratings (AMPS global baseline)
Independence__________
no problem
Occupational therapist’s rating

Effort__________
minimal Efficiency__________
moderate Safety__________
minimal

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go?
Consider only the QoSI rating (ESI global baseline)
Occupational therapist’s rating

QoSI____________
marked

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-1. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded the
person’s QoP ratings/QoSI rating under Q-1.

4.7 Step 7: Rate the Person’s Overall Observed Level of
ADL/Social Skill Limitation (Q-1)
After recording the person’s AMPS QoP ratings/ESI QoSI rating under ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI question Q-1, the occupational therapist rates the person’s overall level of ADL/
social skill limitation. More specifically, the occupational therapist records the following
in the Occupational therapist’s rating section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form:
•

Each of the four AMPS QoP ratings (i.e., effort, efficiency, safety, independence) or
the person’s overall quality of social interaction as captured by the ESI QoSI rating
(e.g., no problem, moderately inappropriate), and

•

An X on the line corresponding with the occupational therapist’s judgment of the
person’s overall level of ADL/social skill limitation rating as listed in the center
section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form, labeled ADL/social skill limitations.
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As shown in Figure 4-2, four Xs are recorded on the ACQ-OP Score Form. Because there
is only one QoSI rating, only one X is recorded on the ACQ-SI Score Form.
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?
Consider only the QoP ratings (AMPS global baseline)
Independence__________
no problem
Occupational therapist’s rating

Effort__________
minimal Efficiency__________
moderate Safety__________
minimal

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

Independence

_____
X

None

_____

4 ____

Effort, Safety

_____
XX

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Efficiency

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go?
Consider only the QoSI rating (ESI global baseline)
Occupational therapist’s rating

Markedly inappropriate

QoSI____________
marked

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____
X

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-2. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has judged the
person’s overall ADL/social skill limitations.

When the occupational therapist rates the overall observed level of ADL/social skill
limitation, he or she uses the following criteria:
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•

A QoP/QoSI rating = no problem, is always considered to reflect no overall skill
limitation (i.e., None).

•

A QoP/QoSI rating = questionable, may be judged by the occupational therapist to
reflect no overall skill limitation or a minimal overall skill limitation.

•

A QoP/QoSI rating = minimal, is always considered to reflect a minimal overall skill
limitation.

•

A QoP/QoSI rating = moderate, is always considered to reflect a moderate/obvious
overall skill limitation.

•

A QoP/QoSI rating = marked, is always considered to reflect a marked overall skill
limitation.

4.8 Step 8: Record a List of the Person’s Primary Problems
with ADL Task Performance/Social Interaction (Q-2)
Next, the occupational therapist creates a list of the person’s primary problems with
ADL task performance/social interaction and ensures that each is captured by an AMPS/
ESI item cluster statement (i.e., specific baseline statement). The list is recorded under
Q-2 on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form. Because there is limited space on the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI Score Form, the occupational therapist may choose to write shortened versions
of the AMPS/ESI item cluster statements. Numbering the list and noting which AMPS/
ESI skills were included in the item cluster is recommended. Finally, when creating the
list of the person’s primary problems with ADL task performance/social interaction, the
occupational therapist uses the following guidelines to cluster the AMPS/ESI items:
•

If 10 or fewer AMPS/ESI items were scored = 2 or 1, create a minimum of three item
clusters, even if the problems they capture were questionable or very minor.

•

If more than 10 AMPS/ESI items were scored = 2 or 1, select up to 10 items that best
capture the person’s primary problems.

•

If they are the only AMPS/ESI items in the cluster, do not include an item cluster
that includes both Accommodates or Benefits in the list of the person’s primary
problems; the AMPS items Notices/Responds and Adjusts may be included if they are
ones that capture a primary problem with ADL task performance.

As shown in Figure 4-3, the occupational therapist who observed the man putting on
his shirt created an AMPS item cluster that included Manipulates (M) and Coordinates
(C) to capture his mild clumsiness when buttoning. She created another item cluster that
included Paces (P), Initiates (I), and Terminates (T) to capture his moderately inefficient
ADL task performance (i.e., mild slowness and moderate delays when buttoning; not
finishing buttoning the button on his right sleeve). Finally, the occupational therapist
created an item cluster that included Walks (W) and Stabilizes (S) to capture his mild
instability when walking and mild fall risk when standing while he tucked his shirt into
his trousers. When she transferred her item cluster statements to the respective ACQOP Score Form, the occupational therapist numbered them, and wrote, “1. M, C: mild
clumsiness buttoning”; “2. P, I, T: mild slowness/moderate delay buttoning/did not button
right sleeve”; and “3. W, S: mild instability walking/mild fall risk” on the ACQ-OP Score
Form.
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task
AMPS item clusters_____________________________________________________________________________________
1. M, C: mild clumsiness buttoning

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. P, I, T: mild slowness/moderate delay buttoning/did not button right sleeve

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. W, S: mild instability walking/mild fall risk
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner].
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the ESI item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this social
exchange
ESI item clusters_______________________________________________________________________________________
1. TR: frequently interrupted
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. TT, L: did not face/look
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. R, DC, EE, D: once markedly inappropriate when disagreeing
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-3. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form with the occupational therapist’s AMPS/ESI item
cluster statements recorded under Q-2.

Similarly, the occupational therapist who observed the woman interacting with her coworkers created three ESI item clusters that captured the woman’s moderate problem with
frequently interrupting her social partners (Times Response [TR]), mild problem related
to not always facing or looking at her social partners (Turns Toward [TT], Looks [L]),
and on one occasion, disagreeing with one of her social partners in a markedly socially
inappropriate manner when she became angry and called her social partner “a damn idiot”
(Regulates [R], Discloses [DC], Expresses Emotion [EE], Disagrees [D]). When the
occupational therapist transferred her item cluster statements to the respective ACQ-SI
Score Form, she numbered them and wrote, “1. TR: frequently interrupted”; “2. TT, L:
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did not face/look”; and “3. R, DC, EE, D: once markedly inappropriate when disagreeing”
(see Figure 4-3).

4.9 Step 9: Judge the Level of ADL/Social Skill Limitation
for Each AMPS/ESI Item Cluster (Q-2)
After recording the list of the person’s primary problems with ADL task performance/
social interaction, the occupational therapist rates the level of ADL/social skill limitation
represented by each AMPS/ESI item cluster statement. More specifically, the occupational
therapist records the item cluster number and/or a brief summary of the AMPS/ESI item
cluster statement in the Occupational therapist’s rating section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
Score Form. He or she then places an X on the line corresponding with the occupational
therapist’s judgment of the level of ADL/social skill limitation represented by that item
cluster. As noted in the text box in Section 4.3, the level of ADL/social skill limitation may
be lower than the LoD rating.
The following guidelines are used to judge the level of ADL/social skill limitation in
relation to each AMPS/ESI item cluster statement3:
•

An AMPS/ESI item cluster statement reflecting a questionable problem with ADL
task performance/social interaction may be considered to reflect either no ADL/social
skill limitation or a minimal ADL/social skill limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item cluster statement reflecting a mild problem with ADL task
performance/minimally inappropriate social interaction may be considered to reflect
either a minimal ADL/social skill limitation or a moderate/obvious ADL/social skill
limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item cluster statement reflecting a moderate problem with ADL task
performance/moderately inappropriate social interaction may be considered to reflect
either a moderate/obvious ADL/social skill limitation or a marked ADL/social skill
limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item cluster statement reflecting a marked problem with ADL task
performance/markedly inappropriate social interaction is always considered to reflect
a marked ADL/social skill limitation.

When the occupational therapist who observed the man putting on his shirt judged
each AMPS item cluster, she considered all three to reflect moderate/obvious ADL
3 If the occupational therapist included the terms questionable, mild, moderate, or marked when writing
AMPS/ESI item cluster statements, it is critical that he or she not confuse the use of those terms with the
resulting levels of ADL/social skill limitations: none, minimal, moderate/obvious, or marked.
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skill limitations (see Figure 4-4). The occupational therapist who observed the woman
conversing casually with her co-workers considered (a) the ESI item cluster related to
Looks and Turns Toward to reflect a minimal social skill limitation, (b) the ESI item cluster
related to frequently interrupting her social partners to reflect a moderate/obvious social
skill limitation, and (c) the ESI item cluster related to disagreeing and calling her partner
“a damn idiot” to reflect a marked social skill limitation.

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task
AMPS item clusters_____________________________________________________________________________________
1. M, C: mild clumsiness buttoning

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. P, I, T: mild slowness/moderate delay buttoning/did not button right sleeve

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. W, S: mild instability/ mild fall risk
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

Marked

_____

1 ____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner].
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the ESI item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this social
exchange
ESI item clusters_______________________________________________________________________________________
1. TR: frequently interrupted
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. TT, L: did not face/look
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. R, DC, EE, D: once markedly inappropriate when disagreeing
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

Minimal

_____

3 ____

1. Frequently interrupt

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

3. Inapprop disagree

_____
X

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-4. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded the
numbered item cluster statements and judgment of the level of ADL/social skill
limitation for each cluster under Q-2.
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4.10 Step 10: Copy the Judgments of the Primary Problems with ADL
Task Performance/Social Interaction from Q-2 to Q-11
The occupational therapist’s next step is to copy his or her judgments of the person’s
primary problems with ADL task performance/social interaction from Occupational
therapist’s rating section under Q-2 of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form to the
corresponding section under Q-11 (see Figure 4-5).
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [ADL task], what would you say were your biggest problems/
difficulties?
Skills to consider include Notices/Responds, Adjusts, Accommodates, and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the
AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented
and not mentioned when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

Marked

_____

1 ____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with [social
partner], what would you say were your biggest problems/difficulties?
Skills to consider include Accommodates and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the ESI item cluster statements
(specific baselines) for this social exchange that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented and not mentioned
when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

Minimal

_____

3 ____

1. Frequently interrupt

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

____

2 ____

3. Inapprop disagree

_____
X

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-5. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has copied the
judgment of the level of ADL/social skill limitation for each cluster from Q-2 to
Q-11.

4.11 Step 11: Transfer the Relevant AMPS/ESI
Item Ratings (Q-3 through Q-10)
After the occupational therapist has copied his or her judgments of the person’s
primary problems with ADL task performance/social interaction from Q-2 to Q-11, he or
she is ready to transfer all of the relevant (i.e., “Skills to consider”) AMPS/ESI item ratings
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for each observed ADL task/social exchange from the respective AMPS/ESI Score Form to
Q-3 through Q-10 on the respective ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form.
When the occupational therapist transfers the AMPS/ESI item ratings for “skills
to consider” to the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form, the following general rules must be
applied:
•

The AMPS/ESI item ratings for all AMPS/ESI items listed before any “if related”
skills are transferred directly.

•

When AMPS/ESI items are listed as ones that may be related (i.e., after “if related”),
the occupational therapist must carefully consider the specific behavioral element
of the key action considered when scoring each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item. More
specifically,
○

If the “if related” behavioral element was not relevant to the observed
performance, the occupational therapist leaves the possibly related AMPS/ESI
item rating blank (e.g., “pulling on clothing” was not observed because the
person vacuumed out his car or “gesturing when concluding/disengaging” was
not observed because the occupational therapist left before the social exchange
had terminated).

○

If the “if related” action was relevant, but no problem was observed, the
occupational therapist records a score = 4, even if the AMPS/ESI item rating was
lower (e.g., no problem with “bumping into objects during reach” or “whining or
using childlike language” was observed).

○

If the occupational therapist observed a problem with the “if related” action,
he or she records the AMPS/ESI item rating that corresponds to the degree of
the observed skill limitation (i.e., 3 = questionable, 2 = ineffective, 1 = severe
problem).

When transferring scores, the following special rules also apply:
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•

If either Transports or Restores was left blank on the AMPS Score Form because it
was not observed, the AMPS item rating for Transports or Restores is also left blank
on the ACQ-OP Score Form.

•

If Approaches/Starts or Concludes/Disengages was left blank because it was not
observed, the ESI ratings for Approaches/Starts or Concludes/Disengages is also left
blank on the ACQ-SI Score Form.

•

If Walks was not observed, and scored based on the person’s ability to ambulate on
level surfaces as it pertains to the observed task, or the score for Walks was lowered

because the person used assistive devices or a wheelchair, the final item rating for
Walks is transferred to the ACQ-OP Score Form.
When the occupational therapist who observed the man putting on his shirt transferred
her AMPS item ratings to Q-3, Using hands on the ACQ-OP Score Form, she transferred
the following: Grips = 4, Manipulates = 2, Coordinates = 2, Calibrates = 4, and Flows =
4. The occupational therapist also was aware that Moves was listed as an “if related” item,
but only if the person was observed to pull on clothing. Because the man had demonstrated
a mild problem pulling his shirt up over his shoulder, the occupational therapist recorded
Moves = 2 under Q-3 (see Figure 4-6). In contrast, because the occupational therapist did
not observe him to move a walker or wheelchair, she left Moves blank under Q-4. Finally,
because she observed no problem with increased effort pushing, pulling, or sliding task
objects, she recorded Moves = 4 under ACQ-OP item Q-5.
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-3. Using hands: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Grips___,
4 Manipulates___,
2 Coordinates___,
2 Calibrates___,
4 Flows___;
4 also, if related to pulling on
clothing, Moves___
2
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-9. Interacting politely: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/considerate/
respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
Skills to consider include Regulates ___,
1 Discloses ___,
1 Expresses Emotion___;
2 also, if related to interacting politely, Turns
Toward ___,
2 Looks ___,
2 Places Self ___,
4 Touches___,
4 Disagrees___,
1 Thanks ___,
4 if related to whining or using childlike
4
language, Matches Language___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-6. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form with the occupational therapist’s AMPS/ESI item
ratings transferred to Q-3/Q-9.

Likewise, the occupational therapist who observed the woman conversing casually
with her co-workers transferred the following ESI item ratings to Q-9, Interacting politely
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on the ACQ-SI Score Form: Regulates = 1 (the woman swore, “damn,” when she disagreed
with her social partner), Discloses = 1 (she called her social partner “an idiot”), and Expresses
Emotion = 2 (she used a tone of voice that conveyed anger). Because she was aware that
all ESI items listed as being possibly related (i.e., “if related”) under one ACQ-SI item
are also listed under at least one other ACQ-SI item, she carefully considered whether or
not any problems she had observed with the seven possibly related ESI items listed under
Q-9 matched the problems described under Q-9 on the ACQ-SI Score Form (i.e., were
they related to interacting politely or to some other social skill problem). For example, the
woman did not always turn toward and look at her social partner when she spoke to them.
The occupational therapist, therefore, recorded Turns Toward = 2 and Looks = 2 under Q-9
on the ACQ-SI Score Form (see Figure 4-6). Similarly, because the woman was markedly
impolite when she disagreed with her social partner, the occupational therapist recorded
Disagrees = 1 under Q-9. In contrast, because she observed no problems related to impolite
social interaction in relation to Places Self, Touches, or Thanks, she recorded scores = 4 for
these three possibly related ESI items. Similarly, because she did not observe the woman
to whine or use childlike language, she recorded Matches Language = 4 under Q-9.
When the occupational therapist transferred her ESI item ratings to ACQ-SI item Q-3,
she considered whether or not she had observed problems related to Turns Toward, Looks,
Places Self, or Touches when the woman and her social partners greeted and initiated social
interaction. In this case, the occupational therapist also recorded ESI item ratings = 2 for
Turns Toward and Looks under ACQ-SI item Q-3 because the woman also did not turn her
head toward or look at her social partners when she greeted them. In a similar manner, she
considered the following other ACQ-SI items when she transferred her ESI item ratings to
the ACQ-SI Score Form: Q-4 and Q-9 (Matches Language), Q-5 (Disagrees), and Q-10
(Touches, Thanks). Because she did not observe any of the problems that were relevant
to those ACQ-SI items, she recorded ESI scores = 4 for all of those “if related” ESI items
under those ACQ-SI items.

4.12 Step 12: Record the Observed Performance Problems
for Skills to Consider and Judge the Level
of ADL/Social Skill Limitation (Q-3 through Q-10)
After the occupational therapist has transferred the relevant AMPS/ESI item ratings to
each question (Q-3 through Q-10) on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form, he or she records
the problem (performance error) he or she observed that led to the lowered ratings for each
AMPS/ESI item listed under Q-3 through Q-10. The occupational therapist then judges
the level of the ADL/social skill limitation in relation to each AMPS/ESI item. As noted in
the text box in Section 4.3, the level of ADL/social skill limitation may be lower than the
LoD rating.
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When judging the level of ADL/social skill limitation, the occupational therapist
must keep in mind that AMPS/ESI item ratings of 4, 3, 2, and 1 do not equate with the
levels of ADL/social skill limitation for the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI that are noted in the center
column, labeled ADL/Social skill limitations, on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form (i.e.,
None, Minimal, Moderate/Obvious, Marked). Therefore, the occupational therapist must
consider the following guidelines when judging the level of ADL/social skill limitation in
relation to each AMPS/ESI item rating:
•

An AMPS/ESI item rating = 4 is always considered to reflect no ADL/social skill
limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item rating = 3 may be considered to reflect either no ADL/social skill
limitation or a minimal ADL/social skill limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item rating = 2 may be considered to reflect either a minimal ADL/
social skill limitation or a moderate/obvious ADL/social skill limitation.

•

An AMPS/ESI item rating = 1 may be considered to reflect either a moderate/obvious
ADL/social skill limitation or a marked ADL/social skill limitation.

The occupational therapist records a brief summary of each observed performance
problem and his or her judgment of the level of the ADL/social skill limitation in relation to
each AMPS/ESI item in the section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form with the heading
Occupational therapist’s rating. More specifically, an X is recorded to indicate the lowest
level of the ADL/social skill limitation in relation to each AMPS/ESI item (based on the
severity of the performance problem that led to the final AMPS/ESI item rating). The
Xs are recorded on the lines in the Occupational therapist’s rating section of the ACQOP/ACQ-SI Score Form that correspond to the occupational therapist’s judgments of the
levels of ADL/social skill limitation listed in the center section, labeled ADL/social skill
limitations.
When the occupational therapist who observed the man putting on his shirt recorded
the performance problems she had observed and judged the level of ADL skill limitation
in relation to each AMPS item, she (a) wrote the names of the three AMPS items (“Grip,
Calibrate, Flow”) that she had scored = 4 and (b) put three Xs, one for each of these three
AMPS items, under Occupational therapist’s rating for Q-3, Using hands on the ACQ-OP
Score Form (see Figure 4-7). Similarly, because she judged that his very slight increase
in effort pulling his shirt up over his shoulder to be a minimal skill limitation, she wrote
“Min[imal] effort pulling up shirt” and put one X to represent her score = 2 on Moves.
Finally, she wrote “Fumbled buttons, 2 hands” to reflect his moderate/obvious ADL skill
limitations in relation to Manipulates and Coordinates; she also put two Xs to reflect that
his problem buttoning was captured by her ratings for these two AMPS items.
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The occupational therapist’s final judgment of the level of ADL/social skill
limitation is based on the following:
•

No skill limitation (None): Either there was no observable ADL/social
skill performance error, or the occupational therapist observed a
performance error, but it clearly had no impact on the quality of ADL
task performance/social interaction

•

Minimal: There was an observable performance error that had a very
minor, subtle impact on the quality of ADL task performance/social
interaction (e.g., a very slight, subtle fumbling of one’s buttons or very
lightly touching the social partner’s leg with one’s foot)

•

Moderate/obvious: There was an observable performance error that
had a moderate/obvious impact on the quality of ADL task performance/
social interaction (e.g., obviously fumbling when separating two halves
of a cracked egg shell or obviously hitting the social partner on the
arm)

•

Marked: There was an observable performance error that had a marked
impact on the quality of ADL task performance/social interaction (e.g.,
fumbling an egg and it falling to the floor or striking the social partner
with a closed fist)

How often the performance error was observed may also affect the
overall impact on the overall ADL task performance/social interaction.
For example, frequently occurring performance errors sometimes have a
greater overall cumulative effect than only one or two isolated errors.

The occupational therapist who observed the woman conversing casually with her
co-workers had 10 ESI items to consider for Q-9: Interacting politely on the ACQ-SI
Score Form. She, therefore, put 10 Xs under the Occupational therapist’s rating. As did
the occupational therapist who observed the man putting on his shirt, this occupational
therapist listed the names of the four ESI items that she had scored = 4 in relation to Q-9:
Interacting politely (see Figure 4-7). In a like manner, she recorded (a) “Turn Toward,
Look” to reflect the woman’s minor skill limitations in relation to these two ESI items; (b)
“Angry” to reflect the woman’s moderate/obvious skill limitation in relation to the ESI item
Expresses Emotion; and (c) “‘Damn idiot’; disagree” to reflect the woman’s marked skill
limitations in relation to the ESI items Regulates, Discloses, and Disagrees (see Figure
4-7).
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-3. Using hands: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Grips___,
4 Manipulates___,
2 Coordinates___,
2 Calibrates___,
4 Flows___;
4 also, if related to pulling on
clothing, Moves___
2
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

Grip, Calibrate, Flow

_____
XXX

None

_____

4 ____

Min effort pulling up shirt

_____
X

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Fumbled buttons, 2 hands

_____
XX

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-9. Interacting politely: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/considerate/
respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
Skills to consider include Regulates ___,
1 Discloses ___,
1 Expresses Emotion___;
2 also, if related to interacting politely, Turns
Toward ___,
2 Looks ___,
2 Places Self ___,
4 Touches___,
4 Disagrees___,
1 Thanks ___,
4 if related to whining or using childlike
language, Matches Language___
4
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____
Place Self, Touch, Thank, XXXX
Match Language
_____
Turn Toward, Look
XX

None

_____

4 ____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Angry

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

“Damn idiot”; disagree

_____
XXX

Marked

_____

1 ____

Figure 4-7. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded the
observed performance problems and judgments of the levels of ADL/social skill
limitations under Q-3/Q-9.

4.13 Step 13: Record and Code the Performance Problems Clearly
Described by the Person (Q-1 through Q-11)
After the occupational therapist has recorded his or her judgments of the level of ADL/
social skill limitation for Q-3 through Q-10, he or she records and codes all problems with
ADL task performance/social interaction that the person reported and clearly described
during the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview in the area labeled Person’s self-report. The
occupational therapist applies the following guidelines for recording the performance
problems reported by the person:
•

Only problems that are clearly described are recorded.

•

Only the person’s problems reported when answering Q-1 are recorded in the Person’s
self-report section for Q-1.
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•

Only the person’s problems reported when answering Q-1 and Q-2 are recorded in the
Person’s self-report section for Q-2.

•

All of the person’s problems that were reported when answering any of the 11 ACQOP/ACQ-SI questions and that are relevant to Q-3 to Q-10 are recorded under the
most relevant of those ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items.

•

Only the person’s problems reported when answering Q-11 are recorded in the
Person’s self-report section for Q-11.

•

Whenever the person reports a problem that was not observed by the occupational
therapist, it is recorded as a minimal skill limitation under the most relevant ACQOP/ACQ-SI item and noted by “(NO)” to indicate that the reported problem was not
observed by the occupational therapist (Q-1 to Q-11).

More specific details about recording the performance problems the person has clearly
described are discussed in the following sections.
4.13.1 Match the performance problem the person clearly described to the correct
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question
When the occupational therapist records the person’s self-reported problems under
Q-3 through Q-10, he or she must carefully record the reported problem under the most
appropriate ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item, and, at the same time, match it to the most relevant
AMPS/ESI item listed as “skills to consider.” There are several situations that can lead to
the need to discern where to record the problem the person has reported.
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•

First, people may report their experienced problems at any point during the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview, and not necessarily when answering the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
question most related to the problem the person described.

•

Second, AMPS/ESI skills to consider listed after the prompt, “if related” are
listed more than once on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form. This means that the
occupational therapist must carefully match the performance problem reported by the
person to the most relevant “if related” behavioral element noted on the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI Score Form.

•

Finally, the person may mention a problem that was not observed by the occupational
therapist. This latter situation also applies to Q-1 and Q-2.

4.13.2 Judge if the person clearly described a performance problem
Because only problems that were clearly described are recorded, the occupational
therapist must carefully consider if the person has clearly described his or her problem.
The following are examples intended to clarify how the occupational therapist judges if
the person clearly described his or her experienced problem (see also Chapter 3, Section
3.7.2 for more details about determining when the person’s response clearly describes a
performance problem):
•

If the man who put on and buttoned his shirt said, “I had a problem putting the
buttons into the button holes,” he should be judged by his occupational therapist to
have clearly described his observed problem with fumbling (mild clumsiness) while
buttoning that she had scored under Manipulates and Coordinates. More specifically,
both Manipulates and Coordinates are ADL motor skills that involve interactions with
task objects; with ADL motor skills that involve interactions with task objects, the
person must specify both a task action and a task object (see Chapter 3, Section 3.7.2).
In contrast, his statement did not clearly describe his problem with slowness when
buttoning or not finishing buttoning the button on the right sleeve of his shirt.

•

If the man who put on and buttoned his shirt said, “I had a problem with the buttons,”
without further clarification of the nature of his problem, he did not clearly describe
his observed problems with fumbling while buttoning (or any of his other problems
with buttoning); he specified a task object, but not the task action.

•

If the woman who was observed conversing casually with her co-workers said, “I
yelled at my social partner,” she should be judged by her occupational therapist to
have clearly described the observed problem related to her angry tone of voice that the
occupational therapist had scored under Expresses Emotion; the woman’s statement
did not clearly describe her observed problems related to swearing (Regulates), calling
her partner “an idiot” (Discloses), or disagreeing with her social partner (Disagrees).

•

If the woman who was observed conversing casually with her co-workers said, “I
swore at my social partner,” she should be judged by her occupational therapist to have
clearly described the observed problem related to her swearing that the occupational
therapist had scored under Regulates; the woman’s statement did not clearly describe
her observed problems related to her angry tone of voice (Expresses Emotion), calling
her partner “an idiot” (Discloses), or disagreeing with her social partner (Disagrees).
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While the occupational therapist’s ratings always capture the
severity of the observed problem, judgment of the person’s
perspective is based only on whether or not the person clearly
described the observed problem. The person does not need to
indicate the severity of his or her problem (e.g., moderate physical
effort, markedly socially inappropriate), nor does he or she need
to specify the exact nature of the problem. That is, all of the
following clearly describe the same performance problem: “My
grip slipped on the cup”; “I dropped the cup”; and “It was difficult
to hold onto the cup” / “I didn’t give her a chance to answer”; “I
did not wait and let her answer”; and “I kept talking and she could
not answer”).

4.13.3 Code if the person has clearly described the observed performance problems
As the occupational therapist records the person’s reported performance problems,
he or she uses the following coding system to record whether or not there was a match
between the ADL/social interaction performance problem reported by the person and
what the occupational therapist observed; this coding system also takes into consideration
whether or not the person’s report clearly described his or her problem (see Section 4.13.2
and Chapter 3, Section 3.7.2):
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•

The person’s report matches occupational therapist’s observations: If (a) the person
did not report or clearly describe a performance problem when none was observed by
the occupational therapist, or (b) the person clearly described a performance problem
that was observed and previously recorded by the occupational therapist under the
Occupational therapist’s rating, the occupational therapist records an X on the
corresponding line in the Person’s self-report section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score
Form.

•

The person did not report a problem observed by the occupational therapist: An
0 is recorded on the line in the Person’s self-report section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
Score Form to indicate that the person did not report or clearly describe a performance
problem that was observed by the occupational therapist and was, therefore, previously
recorded under the Occupational therapist’s rating.

•

The person reported a problem not observed by the occupational therapist: An
0 is recorded on the line in the Person’s self-report section and “(NO)” is recorded
after the performance problem description under the Person’s self-report when it was

reported and clearly described by the person but was not observed by the occupational
therapist.

If the occupational therapist observed more than one example of
a performance problem (e.g., “grip slips” on more than one task
object, more than one type of regulation problem), the occupational
therapist should judge that there is a match between (a) the ADL/
social interaction performance problem reported by the person and
(b) what the occupational therapist observed provided the person
clearly described at least one example of the most severe problem
observed by the occupational therapist.

4.13.4 Record and code the person’s clearly described performance problems (Q-1)
When coding ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question Q-1, the occupational therapist compares
(a) the problems with ADL task performance/social interaction the person clearly described
when responding to Q-1 during the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview, and (b) the observed
overall ADL/social skill limitations reflected in the person’s QoP ratings/QoSI rating (see
Section 4.7). The occupational therapist, therefore, must make his or her judgment at
an overall, global level (not at the level of the AMPS/ESI item clusters or ratings for
individual AMPS/ESI items).
For example, the occupational therapist who scored the man who put on his shirt had
rated his efficiency QoP = moderate, primarily because it took him a long time to button
his buttons. She had rated effort QoP = minimal, primarily because of his clumsiness
buttoning his buttons, safety QoP = minimal, primarily because of his fall risk when he
was standing and tucking in his shirt into his trousers, and independence QoP = no problem
because he performed the dressing task independently (see Figure 4-8).
When she asked the man ACQ-OP question Q-1, “How do you think it went?”, he
reported only that he had a hard time getting the buttons into the holes. The occupational
therapist judged that this response clearly described his overall ADL motor skill problem
related to his clumsiness when buttoning. She, therefore recorded what he said and put
an X in the Person’s self-report area of the ACQ-OP Score Form in relation to effort (see
Figure 4-8). Because he did not say anything about it taking more time, she judged that
his response was not sufficiently clear to adequately describe his overall ADL process
skill problem related to efficiency. The occupational therapist, therefore, put an 0 in the
Person’s self-report area of the ACQ-OP Score Form in relation to efficiency and noted
that he did not report a problem. Because he did not report receiving any assistance, and
she had observed that he performed the dressing task independently, she recorded an X
in relation to independence, noting that he did not require assistance. Finally, because he
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also did not say anything about his fall risk, she noted that he did not report a problem with
safety and recorded a 0 in relation to his safety QoP rating.
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?
Consider only the QoP ratings (AMPS global baseline)
Independence__________
no problem
Occupational therapist’s rating

Effort__________
minimal Efficiency__________
moderate Safety__________
minimal

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

Independence

_____
X

None

_____
X

No assistance reported

Effort, Safety

_____
XX

Minimal

_____
X0

Efficiency

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____
0

_____

Marked

_____

Hard to get buttons into holes, 3 ____
no safety problem reported
2 ____
No problem with efficiency
reported
1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go?
Consider only the QoSI rating (ESI global baseline)
Occupational therapist’s rating

Markedly inappropriate

QoSI____________
marked

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____
X

Marked

_____
0

I got a little angry

1 ____

Figure 4-8. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded and
coded the person’s responses to Q-1.

When the occupational therapist who observed the woman who engaged in casual
conversation with her co-workers considered the woman’s overall QoSI rating = marked,
she reasoned that the primary reason for this rating was because the woman had called her
social partner “a damn idiot” when she disagreed with her. Because the woman mentioned
only that she “got a little angry,” and never mentioned swearing or referring to her social
partner in a derogatory manner, the occupational therapist judged that this response failed
to clearly describe the woman’s overall marked social skill limitation. She, therefore,
recorded what the woman said and a 0 in relation to the woman’s QoSI rating (see Figure
4-8).
4.13.5 Record and code the person’s clearly described performance problems (Q-2)
The process of comparing (a) the person’s responses to Q-1 and Q-2 during the ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview with (b) the AMPS/ESI item cluster statements is very similar to
the process described for Q-1 in Section 4.13.4. The primary difference is that the focus
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becomes a bit more detailed. That is, the person has had a greater opportunity to report
his or her perspective and the occupational therapist now considers the person’s primary
problems with ADL task performance/social interaction captured by each of the AMPS/
ESI item cluster statements (not individual ratings for AMPS/ESI items).
When the occupational therapist recorded and coded ACQ-OP item Q-2, she
considered everything the man reported when responding to both Q-1 and Q-2. He had
clearly described a problem getting the buttons into the button holes. She, therefore,
recorded what he had said and coded his response with an X in the Person’s self-report
area of the ACQ-OP Score Form in relation to her first AMPS item cluster statement (see
Figure 4-9). Because he did not report any problems with (a) his slowness buttoning or not
finishing buttoning the button on the right sleeve, or (b) his instability when walking and
fall risk when standing and tucking in his shirt, she recorded “No problem reported” and
two 0s to code her second and third AMPS item cluster statements.
When the occupational therapist who observed the woman who engaged in casual
conversation with her co-workers coded ACQ-SI item Q-2, she considered everything the
woman reported when responding to both Q-1 and Q-2 in relation to the woman’s three
ESI item cluster statements (see Figure 4-9). Although the woman reported that she swore
at her social partner and got a little angry, she never mentioned (a) not looking at or facing
her social partner (ESI item cluster 2), interrupting her social partner (ESI item cluster 1),
or calling her social partner “an idiot” (ESI item cluster 3). The occupational therapist,
therefore, recorded “No problem reported” under the Person’s self-report section of the
ACQ-SI Score Form for ESI item clusters 1 and 2; she wrote what the woman said for ESI
item cluster 3. She also recorded 0s to code all three ESI item cluster statements.
4.13.6 Record and code the person’s clearly described performance problems (Q-3
through Q-10)
As the occupational therapists continued to record any responses to ACQ-OP/ACQSI questions Q-1 through Q-11 under ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions Q-3 through Q-10, they
continued to record either what the person said or “No problem reported” in the Person’s
self-report section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Forms. The therapists also coded the
person’s responses with Xs for each relevant AMPS/ESI item when the person’s report
matched what the occupational therapist had observed, and with 0s if the person did not
report (or clearly describe) a performance problem observed by the occupational therapist
(see Figure 4-10).
The occupational therapists also recorded any problem reported by the person that
was not observed by the occupational therapist. For example, the occupational therapist
who observed the man put on his shirt recorded, “Hands shook turning collar (NO),”
because he had reported that, “My hands were shaky when I tried to turn down my collar”
(see Figure 4-10).
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task
AMPS item clusters_____________________________________________________________________________________
1. M, C: mild clumsiness buttoning

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. P, I, T: mild slowness/moderate delay buttoning/did not button right sleeve

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. W, S: mild instability/ mild fall risk
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____ Hard to get buttons into holes
X00

2 ____

_____

1 ____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

Moderate/Obvious
Marked

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner].
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the ESI item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this social
exchange
ESI item clusters_______________________________________________________________________________________
1. TR: frequently interrupted
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. TT, L: did not face/look
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. R, DC, EE, D: once markedly inappropriate when disagreeing
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

4 ____

Minimal

0_____ No problem reported

3 ____

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

0_____ No problem reported

2 ____

_____
X

Marked

0_____ I did swear; I got angry

1 ____

_____

None

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

1. Frequently interrupt
3. Inapprop disagree

Figure 4-9. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded and
coded the person’s responses to Q-1 and Q-2 under Q-2.

4.13.7 Record and code the person’s clearly described performance problems (Q-11)
The process of comparing (a) the person’s responses to Q-11 during the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI interview with (b) the AMPS/ESI item cluster statements is very similar to the
process described for Q-2 in Section 4.13.5. The only difference is that the occupational
therapist now records only those clearly described performance problems the person
reported when answering ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question Q-11. The occupational therapist
continues to record an X to code any responses that clearly describe performance problems
captured by the AMPS/ESI item cluster statements, and a 0 if the person did not report (or
clearly describe) performance problems observed by the occupational therapist.
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-3. Using hands: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Grips___,
4 Manipulates___,
2 Coordinates___,
2 Calibrates___,
4 Flows___;
4 also, if related to pulling on
clothing, Moves___
2
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

Grip, Calibrate, Flow

_____
XXX

None

_____
XXX

No problem reported

Min effort pulling up shirt

_____
X

Minimal

_____
0

Fumbled buttons, 2 hands

_____
XX

Moderate/Obvious

_____
XX

Hands shook turning collar 3 ____
(NO)
Hard to get buttons into holes 2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-9. Interacting politely: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/considerate/
respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
Skills to consider include Regulates ___,
1 Discloses ___,
1 Expresses Emotion___;
2 also, if related to interacting politely, Turns
Toward ___,
2 Looks ___,
2 Places Self ___,
4 Touches___,
4 Disagrees___,
1 Thanks ___,
4 if related to whining or using childlike
language, Matches Language___
4
Occupational therapist’s rating

Place S, Touch, Thank,
Match Language
Turn Toward, Look

Social skill limitations

_____
XXXX

None

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____
XXXX

No problem reported

4 ____

_____
XX

Minimal

_____
00

No problem reported

3 ____

Angry

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____
X

I got a little angry

2 ____

“Damn idiot”; disagree

_____
XXX

Marked

_____
X00

I swore at my partner

1 ____

Figure 4-10. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded
(a) the person’s self-reported problems and (b) coded whether or not they
matched the performance problems observed by the occupational therapist
under Q-3/Q-9.

The man who put on his shirt again reported that he had a problem getting the buttons
into the holes, which the occupational therapist recorded on the ACQ-OP Score Form under
Q-11. Since this response clearly described his primary problem captured by AMPS item
cluster 1, the occupational therapist coded his response with an X in relation to that AMPS
item cluster statement. Because he did not report any other problems, she recorded “No
problem reported” and coded using 0s in relation to the other two AMPS item clusters (see
Figure 4-11).
Similarly, the woman who engaged in casual conversation with her colleagues again
reported that she got kind of angry, but because this response did not clearly capture any
of her ESI item clusters, the occupational therapist recorded what she had said and coded
using 0s in relation to all three of her ESI item cluster statements (see Figure 4-11).
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [ADL task], what would you say were your biggest problems/
difficulties?
Skills to consider include Notices/Responds, Adjusts, Accommodates, and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the
AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented
and not mentioned when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Moderate/Obvious

_____
X00

Marked

_____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

Problem putting buttons into
holes

2 ____
1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with [social
partner], what would you say were your biggest problems/difficulties?
Skills to consider include Accommodates and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the ESI item cluster statements
(specific baselines) for this social exchange that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented and not mentioned
when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

_____

None

_____

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

Minimal

_____
0

No problem reported

3 ____

1. Frequently interrupt

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

____
0

I did get kind of angry

2 ____

3. Inapprop disagree

_____
X

Marked

_____
0

No problem reported

1 ____

Figure 4-11. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has recorded
and coded the person’s responses to Q-11.

4.14 Step 14: Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Item Q-1
The occupational therapist is now ready to begin to score the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items,
starting with Q-1. The final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-1 discrepancy rating is recorded in
the section of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form labeled Discrepancy. Scoring all ACQOP/ACQ-SI items is based on the following criteria:
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•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy rating is based on the level of the lowest
ADL/social skill limitation not reported or not clearly described by the person (i.e.,
the lowest ADL/social skill limitation coded with a 0).

•

There is one exception to this rule. If the person reported a problem when none
was observed by the occupational therapist, that ADL/social skill limitation is rated =
minimal. If that rating is the lowest ADL/social skill limitation for that ACQ-OP/ACQSI item that has been coded with a 0, the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy
rating = 3 (minimal discrepancy).

•

As noted in the text box in Section 4.3, the level of ADL/social skill limitation may be
lower than the LoD rating.

When the occupational therapist who observed the man put on his shirt compared
her overall ADL skill limitation ratings to the man’s responses, she judged that he did not
clearly describe his moderate/obvious overall efficiency limitations. Because this was the
lowest overall ADL skill limitation coded with a 0, she rated the extent of the discrepancy
for ACQ-OP item Q-1 = 2. Likewise, the occupational therapist who observed the woman
interacting with her co-workers judged that the woman did not clearly describe her marked
overall social skill limitations. Because this overall social skill limitation was coded with
a 0, she rated the extent of the discrepancy for ACQ-SI item Q-1 = 1 (see Figure 4-12).
ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?

Effort__________
minimal Efficiency__________
moderate Safety__________
minimal

Consider only the QoP ratings (AMPS global baseline)
Independence__________
no problem
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

Independence

_____
X

None

_____
X

No assistance reported

Effort, Safety

_____
XX

Minimal

_____
X0

Efficiency

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____
0

_____

Marked

_____

Hard to get buttons into holes, 3 ____
no safety problem reported
2 ____
No problem with efficiency
√
reported
1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go?
Consider only the QoSI rating (ESI global baseline)
Occupational therapist’s rating

Markedly inappropriate

QoSI____________
marked

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____
X

Marked

_____
0

I got a little angry

1 ____
√

Figure 4-12. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has scored
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-1.

4.15 Step 15: Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Item Q-2
When scoring ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-2, the occupational therapist compares the
level of ADL/social skill limitation for each AMPS/ESI item cluster to what the person
reported when answering both Q-1 and Q-2. Scoring Q-2 is based on the criteria listed
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in Section 4.14. For example, when the occupational therapist who observed the man put
on his shirt was ready to score ACQ-OP item Q-2, she considered what the man reported
when responding to both Q-1 and Q-2. Because he did not clearly describe two moderate/
obvious ADL skill limitations, and both had been coded with 0s, the occupational therapist
scored ACQ-OP item Q-2 = 2 (see Figure 4-13).

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task
AMPS item clusters_____________________________________________________________________________________
1. M, C: mild clumsiness buttoning

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. P, I, T: mild slowness/moderate delay buttoning/did not button right sleeve

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. W, S: mild instability/ mild fall risk
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____ Hard to get buttons into holes
X00

2 ____
√

_____

1 ____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

Moderate/Obvious
Marked

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner].
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the ESI item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this social
exchange
ESI item clusters_______________________________________________________________________________________
1. TR: frequently interrupted
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. TT, L: did not face/look
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. R, DC, EE, D: once markedly inappropriate when disagreeing
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

4 ____

Minimal

0_____ No problem reported

3 ____

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

0_____ No problem reported

2 ____

_____
X

Marked

0_____ I did swear; I got angry

1 ____
√

_____

None

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

1. Frequently interrupt
3. Inapprop disagree

Figure 4-13. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has scored
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-2.

In a similar manner, the occupational therapist who observed the woman who engaged
in casual conversation with her co-workers considered that the woman’s lowest social skill
limitation never reported or clearly described when answering Q-1 and Q-2 was coded
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with a 0 (i.e., although the woman reported that she swore at her social partner and got a
little angry, she never mentioned calling her social partner “an idiot”). The occupational
therapist, therefore, rated ACQ-SI item Q-2 = 1 (see Figure 4-13).

Overarching rules for scoring all of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items:

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy rating is always based on
the level of the lowest ADL/social skill limitation not reported or not
clearly described by the person and, therefore, coded with a 0.

•

There is one exception to this rule. If the person reported a problem
when none was observed by the occupational therapist, that ADL/
social skill limitation is rated = minimal. If that rating is the lowest
ADL/social skill limitation for that ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item that has been
coded with a 0, the final ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy rating = 3
(minimal discrepancy).

4.16 Step 16: Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Items Q-3 through Q-10
The scores for ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items Q-3 through Q-10 are based on the extent
of the discrepancy between the person’s self-reported description of his or her problems
with ADL task performance/social interaction and the level of the ADL/social interaction
skill limitation for each AMPS/ESI item. More specifically, the occupational therapist
compares the following:
•

All of the performance problems reported and clearly described by the person during
the entire ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview (Q-1 to Q-11), and

•

The level of ADL/social interaction skill limitation for each of the AMPS/ESI items
that are related to the specific ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI question.

The final score for ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items Q-3 through Q-11 are based on the criteria
listed in Section 4.14; the final discrepancy rating continues to be based on the lowest
ADL/social skill limitation coded with a 0.
Table 4-2 summarizes the reasoning of each of the occupational therapists as they
determined the extent of ADL/social interaction skill limitations for ACQ-OP Q-3, Using
hands and ACQ-SI Q-9, Interacting politely and then scored the respective ACQ-OP/ACQSI item. The occupational therapists’ final item discrepancy ratings, shown in Figure 4-14,
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were based on the lowest level of ADL/social skill limitation coded with a
was not clearly described by the person.

0 because it

Table 4-2 Summary of the Occupational Therapist’s Reasoning When Determining the
Score for ACQ-OP Item Q-3/ACQ-SI Item Q-9
AMPS/ESI skill and
raw score

ADL/Social skill
limitation (judged
by the therapist)

Person’s selfreport

Code

X
X
X

Grips = 4

None

No problem reported

Manipulates = 2

Moderate/Obvious

Coordinates = 2

Moderate/Obvious

“I had hard time
getting the buttons
into the holes”

Calibrates = 4

None

No problem reported

Flows = 4

None

“Hands shaky when
turned down collar”
(NO)

Moves = 2

Minimal

No problem reported

Regulates = 1

Marked

“I swore at my
partner”

Discloses = 1

Marked

No problem reported

Expresses Emotion = 2

Moderate/Obvious

“I got a little angry”

Turns Toward = 2

Minimal

No problem reported

Looks = 2

Minimal

No problem reported

Places Self = 4

None

No problem reported

Touches = 4

None

No problem reported

Disagrees = 1

Marked

No problem reported

Thanks = 4

None

No problem reported

Matches Language = 4

None

No problem reported

X
0
0
X
0
X
0
0
X
X
0
X
X

Final ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI item
discrepancy
rating
Final
discrepancy
rating = 3
because (a)
no problem
was reported
in relation
Moves and (b)
he reported a
problem not
observed
Final
discrepancy
rating = 1
because marked
problems with
Discloses and
Disagrees were
not clearly
described

4.16.1 Special rules for scoring ACQ-OP items Q-4 and Q-7 when Walks, Transports,
or Restores were not observed
When the ADL motor skill Walks is not observed, the final AMPS item rating for
Walks is scored based on the occupational therapist’s knowledge of the person’s ability to
ambulate on level surfaces as it pertains to the observed task. As noted in Section 4.11,
the occupational therapist transfers this final AMPS item rating for Walks to ACQ-OP item
Q-4. Moreover, when scoring Q-4, this AMPS item rating for Walks is considered; if the
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person did not clearly describe any problems the occupational therapist observed as the
person was getting to the workspace, the occupational therapist must judge (and score) the
resultant level of discrepancy.
If the ADL motor skill Transports or the ADL process skill Restores was left blank
because it was not observed during the ADL task performance, and thus, that ADL item
rating was not transferred to the ACQ-OP Score Form (see Section 4.11), that AMPS item
is not considered when scoring ACQ-OP items Q-4 or Q-7, respectively.

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-3. Using hands: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Grips___,
4 Manipulates___,
2 Coordinates___,
2 Calibrates___,
4 Flows___;
4 also, if related to pulling on
clothing, Moves___
2
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

Grip, Calibrate, Flow

_____
XXX

None

_____
XXX

No problem reported

Min effort pulling up shirt

_____
X

Minimal

_____
0

Fumbled buttons, 2 hands

_____
XX

Moderate/Obvious

_____
XX

Hands shook turning collar 3 ____
√
(NO)
Hard to get buttons into holes 2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-9. Interacting politely: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/considerate/
respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
Skills to consider include Regulates ___,
1 Discloses ___,
1 Expresses Emotion___;
2 also, if related to interacting politely, Turns
Toward ___,
2 Looks ___,
2 Places Self ___,
4 Touches___,
4 Disagrees___,
1 Thanks ___,
4 if related to whining or using childlike
language, Matches Language___
4
Occupational therapist’s rating

Place S, Touch, Thank,
Match Language
Turn Toward, Look

Social skill limitations

_____
XXXX

None

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____
XXXX

No problem reported

4 ____

_____
XX

Minimal

_____
00

No problem reported

3 ____

Angry

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

_____
X

I got a little angry

2 ____

“Damn idiot”; disagree

_____
XXX

Marked

_____
X00

I swore at my partner

1 ____
√

Figure 4-14. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has scored
ACQ-OP item Q-3/ACQ-SI item Q-9.

4.16.2 Special rules for scoring ACQ-SI items Q-3 and Q-10 when Approaches/Starts
or Concludes/Disengages were not scored
When scoring the ESI, there is a special rule that specifies that if the occupational
therapist was not present, and therefore, did not observe a person when he or she initiated
interaction with his or her social partner, the ESI item Approaches/Starts may be left
blank (i.e., not scored). Similarly, if the social partner ends the social interaction abruptly
and the person, therefore, does not have the opportunity to conclude the interaction, or
the occupational therapist terminates his or her observation before the social interaction
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has come to a conclusion, the occupational therapist may leave the ESI item Concludes/
Disengages blank. When either of these two situations occur, the following rules are
applied when scoring the ACQ-SI:
•

As noted in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, the occupational therapist still must ask all of the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions, including Q-3 and Q-10, even if Approaches/Starts or
Concludes/Disengages were not observed.

•

If Approaches/Starts was left blank because the occupational therapist did not observe
the person and his or her social partners initiate social interaction, the occupational
therapist assumes no discrepancy between whatever the person reports and what the
occupational therapist might have observed, and scores Q-3 = 4.

•

If Concludes/Disengages was left blank because the occupational therapist did not
observe the person and his or her social partners conclude social interaction, the
occupational therapist assumes no discrepancy between whatever the person reports
and what the occupational therapist might have observed, and scores Q-10 = 4.

4.17 Step 17: Score ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Item Q-11
The final step in scoring the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items is to score Q-11. When scoring
Q-11, the occupational therapist compares the following:
•

The level of AMPS/ESI adaptation skill limitations associated with the person’s
primary observed problems during ADL task performance/social interaction that
were not prevented and, therefore, were captured in a related AMPS/ESI item cluster
statement, and

•

The person’s responses to Q-11; the responses to any of the other ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
questions are not considered.

Scoring Q-11 is based on the criteria listed in Section 4.14. More specifically, as
shown in Figure 4-15, the final score for ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-11 is based on the
lowest adaptation limitation not reported or clearly described by the person (i.e., extent
of discrepancy between [a] what the person reported and [b] the primary problems the
occupational therapist observed and the person did not prevent) and, therefore, was coded
with a 0.
The level of adaptation skill limitation is judged implicitly in Step 9 of the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI scoring process when the occupational therapist judges the level of ADL/social
skill limitation associated with each AMPS/ESI item cluster (see Section 4.9). That is,
each AMPS/ESI item cluster captures a primary problem with ADL task performance/
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social interaction that the person did not prevent. Thus, for each AMPS/ESI item cluster,
there are corresponding scores for at least two AMPS/ESI adaptation items. For most
AMPS and all ESI item clusters, the two related adaptation skills are Accommodates
and Benefits. If the AMPS item cluster captured an ADL task performance error related
to Notices/Responds (e.g., leaving doors or drawers open) or Adjusts (e.g., locking and
unlocking wheelchair brakes), those adaptation skills and Benefits will reflect the level of
ADL skill limitation related to the person not preventing his or her observed problem with
ADL task performance. Finally, if the original error captured by the AMPS item cluster
was related to Notices/Responds (e.g., water dripping from the bottom of a flower pot),
either Accommodates or Adjusts (depending on how the person responded to the error;
e.g., stopping pouring vs. going to get a small plate to put under the pot) as well as Benefits
all will be corresponding AMPS adaptation items (see Table 4-3). (Note. The level of
adaptation skill limitation may differ between two adaptation skills as well as among
different AMPS/ESI item clusters.)

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [ADL task], what would you say were your biggest problems/
difficulties?
Skills to consider include Notices/Responds, Adjusts, Accommodates, and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the
AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented
and not mentioned when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

Moderate/Obvious

_____
X00

Marked

_____

_____
1. Clumsy; 2. slow; 3. fall XXX
risk
_____

Problem putting buttons into
holes

2 ____
√
1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM
Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with [social
partner], what would you say were your biggest problems/difficulties?
Skills to consider include Accommodates and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the ESI item cluster statements
(specific baselines) for this social exchange that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented and not mentioned
when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy
4 ____

_____

None

_____

2. Did not face/look

_____
X

Minimal

_____
0

No problem reported

3 ____

1. Frequently interrupt

_____
X

Moderate/Obvious

____
0

I did get kind of angry

2 ____

3. Inapprop disagree

_____
X

Marked

_____
0

No problem reported

1 ____
√

Figure 4-15. ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form where the occupational therapist has scored
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item Q-11.
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Table 4-3 Examples of AMPS/ESI Adaptation Skills Considered in Relation to Different
AMPS/ESI Item Cluster Statements
Primary performance problem
captured by the AMPS/ESI item
cluster statement
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Level of ADL/social
skill limitation

Adaptation skills
considered

Mild clumsiness when buttoning

Moderate/obvious

Accommodates
Benefits

Leaned to the side when pouring juice

Minimal

Accommodates
Benefits

Did not close refrigerator door

Marked

Notices/Responds
Benefits

Water dripping; delay before stopping
pouring water into the flower pot

Marked

Notices/Responds
Accommodates
Benefits

Delay before turning up the
temperature on the stove

Moderate/Obvious

Adjusts
Benefits

Did not face and look at social partner

Minimal

Accommodates
Benefits

Markedly inappropriate when
disagreeing with social partner

Marked

Accommodates
Benefits

•

Once the occupational therapist has scored Q-11, we recommend
that he or she goes back and compares the final overall LoD rating
to the overall pattern of ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item discrepancy ratings to
ensure that they are logical in relation to each other.

•

More specific guidelines are summarized in Section 4.3.

5. ENTER SCORES INTO THE COMPUTER,
GENERATE REPORTS, AND INTERPRET
THE RESULTS
5.1 Enter Scores Into the Computer
After the occupational therapist has completed scoring both the AMPS/ESI and the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, he or she is ready to enter the respective data into the OT Assessment
Package (OTAP software). More specifically, the occupational therapist enters the
related ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI data at the same time he or she enters the person’s AMPS/
ESI data. As it is with the AMPS/ESI, data for a minimum of two ADL tasks/social
exchanges must be entered, but up to four ADL tasks/social exchanges may be entered for
a single evaluation date. The occupational therapist must enter the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item
discrepancy ratings, overall level of discrepancy (LoD) ratings, and person’s self report
(PSR) ratings for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview; the person’s overall level of awareness
(LoA) rating is entered only once. Entering an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI global baseline statement
and recommendations for intervention related to the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI are
both optional.
While the occupational therapist is encouraged to write a global baseline statement on
each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Score Form (i.e., one for each ADL task/social exchange), there is
only one field in the OTAP software for entering the person’s global baseline statements.
As a result, the occupational therapist must choose one of two options for entering the
person’s global baselines into the OTAP software.
•

If the overall level of discrepancy was similar for all ADL tasks/social exchanges,
the occupational therapist may choose to combine them into a single global baseline
statement that summarizes the level of discrepancy for all of the ADL tasks/social
exchanges (i.e., each ACQ-OP interview). The sample ACQ-OP Results Reports for
Bev (the case study included in the AMPS manual) shown in Figure C-1, Appendix C
provides an example where the occupational therapist wrote a single global baseline
statement for both ADL tasks.

•

If the overall level of discrepancy differed among ADL tasks/social exchanges, the
occupational therapist may choose to enter a global baseline statement for each ADL
task/social exchange. The sample ACQ-SI Results Reports for Ben (the case study
included in the ESI manual) shown in Figure C-2, Appendix C provides an example
where the occupational therapist chose to write two global baseline statements, one
for each social exchange.
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5.2 Generate an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report
Once all ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI data are entered, calibrated ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raters
can use the OTAP software to calculate the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure and
generate an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report. More specifically, the OTAP software is
used to perform a four-facet MFR analysis of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item raw scores for all
observed ADL tasks/social exchanges. The four facets included in the MFR analysis are
the challenge of the ADL task/type of social exchange, the severity of the ACQ-OP/ACQSI rater, the difficulty of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items, and the extent of discrepancy. The
estimated ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure is reported in logits (log-probability
units) (Bond & Fox, 2007), and it indicates the linearized extent of the difference between
a person’s perspective and that of the occupational therapist on the person’s ADL task
performance/social interaction.

The linearized ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure should
never be referred to as the person’s ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI measure
because it represents the extent of discrepancy between the
person’s reported perspective and the occupational therapist’s
observed perspective, not the extent to which the person exhibits
an ability or a trait.

The use of the OTAP software is necessary because of the complexity of the MFR
analysis needed to convert the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raw scores for two or more ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI interviews into a single, linear ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure. More
specifically, the MFR analysis simultaneously adjusts the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy
measure to account for (a) the challenge of the ADL task/intended purpose of the social
interaction, (b) the severity of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI rater, and (c) the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
item difficulty (i.e., how difficult it is to find a discrepancy between the person’s self-report
and the occupational therapist’s observation when scoring each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item)
(Bond & Fox, 2007; Linacre, 1993, 2013a, 2013b). It is the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy
measure, not the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item raw scores or total ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scores that
the occupational therapist includes in any documentation — raw ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scores
must never be reported.
As we noted earlier, a sample ACQ-OP Results Report and a sample ACQ-SI Results
Report are shown in Figures C-1 and C-2, Appendix C, respectively. Both reports include
sample global baseline statements and recommendations related to intervention.
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•

ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raw item scores and raw total scores (sums
of the raw item scores) are not valid measures of the extent
of the discrepancy between the person’s and occupational
therapist’s perspectives.

•

ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI raw item scores and raw total scores should
never be reported, subjected to inferential statistical analysis,
or used to evaluate change.

•

Only linearized ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI measures are valid for
reporting the extent of the discrepancy between the person’s
perspective and that of the occupational therapist.

5.3 Interpret the Results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure is indicated on the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
Scale included in the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report. The higher the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
discrepancy measure is located along the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale, the higher the extent of
agreement between what the person reported and what the occupational therapist observed.
Conversely, the lower the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure is located along the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale, the greater the extent of discrepancy between the person’s
perspective and that of the occupational therapist. When interpreting the ACQ-OP/ACQSI discrepancy measure, the occupational therapist must first make a criterion-based
interpretation of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure and then consider possible
reasons for any discrepancies. Both are discussed in the following sections.
5.3.1 Criterion-based interpretation
A criterion-based interpretation of an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure
involves comparing (a) the location of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure on
the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale to (b) the discrepancy descriptor that is at that same level
along the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale. More specifically, the numbers along the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI scale are associated with corresponding overall level of discrepancy descriptors.
These descriptors are located to the right of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale (see Figures C1 and C-2, Appendix C). The descriptors refer to the occupational therapist’s overall
LoD ratings: None, Questionable, Minimal, Moderate/Obvious, or Marked (see Section
4.3, Chapter 4 for further clarification of these overall LoD ratings). When an ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI Results Report is generated using the OTAP software, one of the overall level of
discrepancy descriptors along the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale is printed in darker, black text
and the others are printed in lighter, grey text. The overall level of discrepancy descriptor
printed in black text matches the overall LoD ratings that most commonly were assigned by
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occupational therapists when they scored the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI and the resulting ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI measures fell within that same level along the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI scale. Logically,
therefore, the location of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure along the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI scale should concur with the LoD ratings the occupational therapist assigned
when scoring each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview.

If the LoD ratings assigned by the occupational therapist for each ACQOP/ACQ-SI interview do not match the corresponding overall level
of discrepancy descriptor that is printed in black text, there is a high
probability that some type of rater error has occurred. More specifically:

•

The overall LoD ratings assigned by the occupational therapist
for one or more of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interviews were too high
or too low and, as a result, they do not match the actual extent of
discrepancy between the person’s and the occupational therapist’s
perspectives, and/or

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure is too high or too low
because the occupational therapist inaccurately scored some of the
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI items too high or too low.

5.3.2 Reasons for a discrepancy
There are many reasons why there may be a discrepancy between the problems
with ADL task performance/social interaction reported by the person and those observed
by an occupational therapist. Ultimately, the determination of possible reasons for a
discrepancy between the two perspectives will be based on the occupational therapist’s
professional reasoning. The following are possible reasons for a discrepancy that the
occupational therapist can consider:
•

It may be “normal” not to report one’s problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction. For example,
○
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Well adults often do not report minor problems with ADL task performance/
social interaction that were observed by the occupational therapist. Thus, it is
common for the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI measures to fall within the expected range
for questionable or minimal discrepancies (e.g., between 2.5 and approximately
0.5 logit on the ACQ-OP scale and between 3.0 and approximately 1.0 logit on
the ACQ-SI scale).

○

Young children, 7 years and under, may not report any problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction despite many being observed by the occupational
therapist.

•

The person may recognize that he or she has problems with ADL task performance/
social interaction, but not feel that the problems are “worthy” or “significant
enough” to mention.

•

The person may have a chronic, long-standing disability that has impacted his or her
quality of ADL task performance/social interaction, and he or she has incorporated
his or her problems into his or her “sense of self.”

•

The person may have limited awareness of, or insight into, his or her problems with
ADL task performance/social interaction.

•

The person may deny or avoid openly acknowledging problems with ADL task
performance/social interaction because of concerns about potential consequences if
his or her problems are confirmed (e.g., fear of others recognizing that he or she may
need assistance or not being “allowed” to live independently).

•

The person may report problems with ADL task performance/social interaction that
were not observed by the occupational therapist.

5.3.3 Exploration of reasons for the discrepancy
Once the occupational therapist has generated the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report
and knows the extent of discrepancy between the person’s reported perspective and the
occupational therapist’s observed perspective, the occupational therapist should explore
potential reasons for the discrepancy. This is particularly important when the discrepancies
are moderate or marked.
Very often, showing the person the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Results Report and discussing
the results will yield valuable information. For example, the occupational therapist can
share how his or her observations are similar or differ from what the person reported. The
following are some examples:
•

“When I asked you about your perspective on how it went for you when you putting
the laundry into the washing machine, you mentioned that it was hard for you to reach
down and pick up the laundry. I agree, I also noticed that doing so seemed to be
rather effortful. I also observed that you were very unstable and I was concerned that
you might fall, but you did not describe that as a problem. What do you think? Did
you have any concerns about being unstable?”
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•

“When you were explaining to your colleague how to use the computer program, I
observed that you did not pause to allow her to reply or ask you questions. What are
your thoughts about that? Do you recall that as a problem?”

Usually, the person will respond to the occupational therapist’s report of what he or
she observed, either acknowledging the observed performance problem or saying that he
or she did not think it was a problem. Either way, having this discussion will enable the
occupational therapist to hear more about the person’s perspective and begin to clarify
the possible reasons for the discrepancy. When the person acknowledges the observed
problem, the occupational therapist can extend the discussion by asking if there was any
special reason why the person did not mention the problem. If the person persists in not
acknowledging the observed problem, the occupational therapist may want to talk to others
in the client constellation and gather their perspectives on why the person may be unable or
not want to acknowledge the problem.
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6. IMPLICATIONS FOR GOAL-SETTING AND
INTERVENTION PLANNING
We believe that learning about the person’s perspective on specific ADL task
performances/social interactions that the occupational therapist has also observed
promotes collaborative client-centered practice, especially when establishing the client’s
occupation-focused goals and planning occupation-based and occupation-focused
interventions. It is important, however, to view the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI as a companion
tool to the AMPS/ESI. The extent of discrepancy should, therefore, always be considered
as a supplement to the results of the AMPS/ESI when the occupational therapist proceeds
to collaborate with the client to establish client-centered goals and plan intervention. In
the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss how the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI are
used together with the results of the AMPS/ESI when establishing the client’s goals and
planning intervention.

6.1 General Considerations for Using the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
As a Partner Tool for the AMPS/ESI
As partner tools for the AMPS and the ESI, we believe that the ACQ-OP and the ACQSI are powerful adjuncts when setting realistic goals, and planning and implementing
effective occupational therapy interventions. For example, the goal-setting process is
facilitated when the person and the occupational therapist share perspectives. Thus, the
collaborative goal-setting process should begin by focusing on those aspects of occupational
performance where the person reported or acknowledged the observed problems. Moreover,
knowledge of the extent of discrepancy between the person’s perspective and that of the
occupational therapist supports the determination of what types of interventions are most
likely to be effective. Further, the identification of possible reasons for any discrepancy
may also inform the occupational therapist’s judgment when selecting the intervention
approach that is most likely to be effective. Thus, we advocate for using the results of both
the AMPS/ESI and the respective partner tool, the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI, when establishing
the client’s goals and planning intervention.
More specifically, when collaborating with the client, the occupational therapist may
consider the following:
•

The observed perspective on the person’s quality of occupational performance (i.e.,
the ADL motor and ADL process ability measures of the AMPS/quality of social
interaction measure of the ESI) informs the occupational therapist about the person’s
quality of ADL task performance/social interaction in relation to normative age
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expectations and criterion-referenced cutoffs (Fisher & Jones, 2012, 2014; Fisher &
Griswold, 2015).
•

The person’s specific baseline quality of ADL task performance/social interaction
(i.e., item cluster statements) specify the person’s primary problems of occupational
performance and provide the basis for establishing the client’s occupation-focused
goals.

•

The ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure informs the occupational therapist
about the overall extent of discrepancy between the occupational therapist’s observed
perspective and the person’s reported perspective.

•

The occupational therapist’s reasoning regarding the reason for the discrepancy
informs the occupational therapist about what types of interventions are more likely
to be effective.

•

When collaborating with the client to establish the client’s goals,

•
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○

The overall extent of discrepancy (i.e., the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy
measure) and the extent of discrepancy for each ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI item should
be considered.

○

The collaborative process will be facilitated when there is general agreement
(i.e., minimal to no differences) between the person’s perspective and that of the
occupational therapist.

○

Larger discrepancies (i.e., lack of a shared perspective) can hinder collaborative
goal-setting and intervention planning.

○

It may be desirable for the occupational therapist to initiate collaborative goalsetting by focusing first on problems where there is less discrepancy, and then
progressing to problems where the discrepancies are greater.

When collaborating with the client to plan intervention,
○

Focus first on performance problems where there is overall agreement between
perspectives.

○

When large discrepancies hinder collaborative goal-setting due to poor insight, (a)
attempt expand the client constellation and/or (b) stress the use of compensatory
strategies (modify physical environments, introduce supports provided by others
in the client constellation).

○

When large discrepancies hinder collaborative goal-setting due to poor insight,
another option is to attempt to increase the person’s insight in the context of

engaging the person in and having him or her reflect on his or her occupational
performance (restorative intervention).

6.2 Specific Considerations for Establishing Goals and Planning
Interventions When the Extent of Discrepancy Is None to Minimal
When the person’s perspective more closely matches that of the occupational therapist
— the extent of agreement between the person’s self-report and the occupational therapist’s
observations is relatively high — the likelihood is greater that they also share similar
perspectives related to the person’s needs and potential goals for everyday occupational
performance. More importantly, people who recognize and report their observable problems
with ADL task performance/social interaction may be more likely to collaborate with
the occupational therapist in the process of mutually identifying goals and prioritizing
occupational therapy services that are designed to address the problems the person has
identified. Finally, people who have recognized earlier problems and already are using
strategies (or are open to learning about new ones) may be able to more readily modify
their performance or incorporate new compensatory strategies to enhance their ADL task
performance/social interaction.
When the occupational therapist begins to collaborate with the person to plan
intervention, an ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI discrepancy measure that is relatively high on the ACQOP/ACQ-SI scale (i.e., minimal discrepancy or above) may indicate that the person will
respond well to an acquisitional approach for intervention. When the ACQ-OP and the
AMPS are used together, a relatively high ACQ-OP discrepancy measure and an ADL
process measure that is above 0.0 logits (indicting a higher greater likelihood the person
will readily learn new strategies) may further support the use of an acquisitional approach.
That is, an ADL process measure that is above 0.0 logits may indicate that the person
is more likely to respond well to interventions where they are expected to practice and
learn occupational skill. If, however, the ADL process ability measure is below 0.0 logits,
the person may benefit more readily from the introduction of compensatory strategies,
including support from others or modifications to the environment, that place fewer
demands on the person practicing and learning new strategies.

6.3 Specific Considerations for Establishing Goals and Planning
Interventions When the Discrepancy Is Moderate to Marked
When the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI indicate that there is a moderate to marked
discrepancy, the occupational therapist may want to begin by considering potential reasons
for the discrepancy (see Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). When the discrepancy is moderate to
marked, the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI also may have implications for establishing
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realistic client-centered goals as well as later intervention planning. For example, a person
who does not report observable problems with ADL task performance/social interaction
because he or she has limited awareness or insight into his or her problems may also find it
difficult to identify realistic goals. He or she also may not recognize a need for occupational
therapy services. The result may be that the occupational therapist will need to work
closely with others in the client constellation to establish goals and plan intervention. It is
important, therefore, that the occupational therapist and the person, as well as others in the
client constellation and/or professional team members, discuss potential reasons for any
discrepancy.

6.4 Specific Suggestions for Intervention
When the occupational therapist collaborates with the person and others in the client
constellation to plan intervention, he or she may consider the following suggestions:
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•

Throughout the intervention planning process, the occupational therapist should always
consider the person’s responses to the Follow-Up questions of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI
where he or she was asked to describe any strategies he or she used to minimize or
prevent problems during the observed ADL task performance/social interaction. If
these strategies were effective, the likelihood that new strategies introduced during
intervention will be incorporated into the client’s routine occupational performance is
increased. The person’s responses to the Follow-Up questions can also be used as a
starting point for initiating a collaborative dialogue between the person (and other in
the client constellation) and the occupational therapist focused on adding new or more
effective strategies.

•

When the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI indicate a minimal to moderate discrepancy,
interventions where the occupational therapist uses either verbal or video feedback
to “point out” to the person his or her problems with ADL task performance/social
interaction may be an effective method for improving the person’s quality of ADL
task performance/social interaction (Hällgren & Kottorp, 2005; Kottorp, Hällgren,
Bernspång, & Fisher, 2003).

•

When the results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI indicate a moderate to marked discrepancy,
an initial first step may be for the occupational therapist to share with the person (and
others in the client constellation) what he or she observed in relation to what the
person reported. Doing so may help to minimize the differences in perspectives and/
or determine if compensatory strategies need to be introduced to provide the person
with supports needed for enhance occupational engagement.

•

When the results of the ACQ-OP and the AMPS are considered together, a lower
ACQ-OP discrepancy measure (i.e., moderate to marked discrepancy), and an ADL
process measure below 0.0 logits, may indicate that the person is more likely to benefit
from a compensatory approach than acquisitional or restorative approaches.

•

Likewise, when the results of the ACQ-SI and the ESI are considered together, a
lower ACQ-SI measure (i.e., moderate to marked discrepancy), and an ESI measure
in the moderately to markedly inappropriate range, may indicate that the person is
more likely to benefit from a compensatory approach than acquisitional or restorative
approaches.

•

When the combined results of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI and the AMPS/ESI indicate the
use of a compensatory approach, the occupational therapist may choose to suggest
strategies related to the provision of supports from others, modification of the physical
or social environment, and/or modification of the demands of the ADL task/social
exchange.
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APPENDIX A
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI INTERVIEW GUIDES
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Interview Guide: Assessment of Compared
Qualities—Occupational Performance (ACQ-OP)
Name: ______________________________________________________AMPS task codes: ____/____
Task 1: ______________________________________________________________________________
Task 2: ______________________________________________________________________________

Introduction: After I observe a person perform a task, I like to ask him/her what his/her
perceptions were of his/her own performance.
Q-1: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?
(Repeat, if needed, but otherwise, do not ask any further questions)

Q-2: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Alternative (if the person mentioned any specific examples when responding to Q-1): Describe
for me any other parts of [ADL task] that were hard/difficult for you. (Repeat, if needed. If
some, but not all observed problems are mentioned, ask, “Is there anything else?” Otherwise,
do not ask any further questions)

Q-3: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]? Can you describe any
difficulties?
Note. During Q-3 to Q-10 – If the person responds affirmatively (e.g., “Yes, I had some problems”), but
the answer is not clear, seek elaboration: Please be more specific; describe them in more
detail. If the answer is not focused on “today’s” performance or the key action of the question
clarify: Tell me more about how it went for you today; did you have any difficulties [key
action]? If the person describes some, but not all problems, ask, “Is there anything else?” If
the person indicates that there were no problems, continue to next question.
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Q-4: How was it for you to position yourself and to move your body and task objects to different
places when you were [ADL task]? Can you describe any difficulties?

Q-5: How was it for you to reach for and get objects when you were [ADL task]? Did you have
any difficulties?

Q-6: How was it for you to pace yourself and keep going when you were [ADL task]?

Q-7: When you think about [ADL task], did you perform the task as we had decided beforehand?

Q-8: When you were [ADL task], did it progress smoothly, and without hesitations or pauses,
from beginning to end?

Q-9: How was it for you to find and gather the things you needed when you were [ADL task]?

Q-10: How was it for you to organize and use the things you needed when you were [ADL task]?
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Q-11: When you think about when you were [ADL task], what would you say were your biggest
problems/difficulties?
Note. If the person’s answer is not clear, seek elaboration: Please be more specific; describe them
in more detail. If some, but not all observed problems are mentioned, ask, “Is there anything
else?”

Follow-Up: Ask all three questions, giving the person a chance to answer each before proceeding.
a. Based on what you have told me (and the problems you have described), did you do
anything differently today to make it easier or better when you were [ADL task]?
b. Did you do anything to prevent problems from occurring?
c. Did you use any special strategies to make it easier or better?
Note. If the person responds affirmatively (e.g., “Yes”), but elaboration is needed, ask: Please
describe what you did? What happened?

Termination: So, in thinking about what you have told me, and your descriptions of how it went
for you when you were [ADL task], I would like you to summarize your thoughts and rate
your overall performance. Would you say that:
___ /___You did quite well and had no problems during your performance
___ /___You had only some relatively minor problems during your performance
___ /___You had some moderate problems during your performance
___ /___You had some major problems during your performance
Note. Be sure to ask the person to rate each task performance separately (task 1/task 2)
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Interview Guide: Assessment of Compared
Qualities—Social Interaction (ACQ-SI)
Name: ______________________________________________ Intended purpose codes: _____/_____
Social exchange 1: ____________________________________________________________________
Social exchange 2: ____________________________________________________________________
Introduction: After I observe a person engage in a task that involves talking together and
interacting with another person, I like to ask him/her what were his/her perceptions of his/
her own social interaction.
Note. When both social exchanges are discussed after the observation, ask when needed for
clarification: Which activity/interaction were you thinking of?
Q-1: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you
were talking together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go? (Repeat, if needed,
but otherwise, do not ask any further questions)

Q-2: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when
you were talking together and interacting with [social partner]. Alternative (if the person
mentioned any specific examples when responding to Q-1): Describe for me any other parts
of [social exchange] that were hard/difficult for you when you were talking together and
interacting with [social partner]. (Repeat, if needed. If some, but not all observed problems are
mentioned, ask, “Is there anything else?” Otherwise, do not ask any further questions)

Q-3: When you were going to [social exchange], how did it go for you/how was it for you to
get started and begin talking and interacting with [social partner]? Can you describe any
difficulties?
Note. During Q-3 to Q-10 – If the person responds affirmatively (e.g., “Yes, I had some problems”), but
the answer is not clear, seek elaboration: Please be more specific; describe them in more
detail. If the answer is not focused on “today’s” performance or the key action of the question
clarify: Tell me more about how it went for you today; did you have any difficulties [key
action]? If the person describes some, but not all problems, ask, “Is there anything else?” If
the person indicates that there were no problems, continue to next question.
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Q-4: When you were [social exchange], did you have any problems/difficulties talking/speaking
without pauses or hesitations and did you speak for appropriate lengths of time when you
were interacting with [social partner]? Can you describe any difficulties?

Q-5: How was it for you to take your turn when you were [social exchange] and talking together
and interacting with [social partner]? Did you have any difficulties?

Q-6: Once you had started talking together and interacting with [social partner] and you were
[social exchange], how was it for you to keep the discussion/conversation going?

Q-7: When you were [social exchange] and you were talking together and interacting with [social
partner], did you experience any problems with keeping the discussion focused and “on
topic”? Did you do what we/you had decided beforehand?
Note. When the observed social exchange was “small talk,” only ask the first question.

Q-8: How was it for you to support [social partner] and keep him/her engaged/involved in
your conversation when you were [social exchange] and you were talking together and
interacting?

Q-9: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/
considerate/respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
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Q-10: When you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with [social partner],
how was it for you when you were ending your discussion/interaction with [social partner]?

Q-11: When you think about when you were [social exchange] with [social partner], what would
you say were your biggest problems/difficulties with talking together and interacting?
Note. If the person’s answer is not clear, seek elaboration: Please be more specific; describe them
in more detail. If some, but not all observed problems are mentioned, ask, “Is there anything
else?”

Follow-Up: Ask all three questions, giving the person a chance to answer each before proceeding.
a. Based on what you have told me (and the problems you have described), did you do
anything differently today to make it easier or better when you were [social exchange]
talking together and interacting with [social partner]?
b. Did you do anything to prevent problems from occurring?
c. Did you use any special strategies to make it easier or better to interact socially?
Note. If the person responds affirmatively (e.g., “Yes”), but elaboration is needed, ask: Please
describe what you did? What happened? What changed?

Termination: So, in thinking about what you have told me, and your descriptions how it went for
you when you [social exchange], I would like you to summarize your thoughts and rate your
overall performance when you talked together and interacted socially with [social partner].
Would you say that:
___/___You did quite well and had no problems talking and interacting
___ /___You had only some relatively minor problems talking and interacting
___ /___You had some moderate problems talking and interacting
___ /___You had some major problems talking and interacting
Note. Be sure to ask the person to rate each social exchange separately (exchange 1/exchange 2).
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ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI SCORE FORMS
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM (page 1 of 4)
Name: ______________________________________________

OTAP ID number: ____________________________________

Occupational therapist: _______________________________

Evaluation date: ____________________________________

Gender:

Observation number:

____ Male

____ Female

____ 1

____ 2

____ 3

____ 4

Birth date: __________________________________________

AMPS task code: ________

Person’s self-rating (PSR) of his/her quality of performance
for this ADL task (based on ACQ-OP Termination question):

Overall level of discrepancy (LoD) between the person’s
self-reported problems during ADL task performance and
the problems observed by the occupational therapist
during this task:

____ No problems
____ Minor problems

____ None

____ Moderate problems

____ Questionable

____ Major problems

____ Minimal
____ Moderate/Obvious
____ Marked

Global baseline statement: _________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating of person’s overall level of awareness/insight (LoA) (based on all information available):
____ Good awareness
____ Questionable limitation
____ Mild limitation
____ Moderate limitation
____ Marked limitation
____ Unaware

ITEM RAW SCORES
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [ADL task], how do you think it went; how did it go?
Consider only the QoP ratings (AMPS global baseline)
Independence__________
Occupational therapist’s rating
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Effort__________

ADL skill limitations

Efficiency__________ Safety__________
Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM (page 2 of 4)
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [ADL task] that was hard/difficult for you to manage.
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task
AMPS item clusters_____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-3. Using hands: How was it for you to use your hands when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Grips___, Manipulates___, Coordinates___, Calibrates___, Flows___; also, if related to pulling on
clothing, Moves___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-4. Moving body: How was it for you to position yourself and to move your body and task objects to different places when you
were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Aligns___, Walks___, Transports___; also, if related to instability when standing and/or walking,
Stabilizes___, if related to awkward arm and body positions, Positions___, if related to stiffness when sitting down or
standing up, Bends___, if related to effort moving walker or wheelchair, Moves___, and if related to bumping the body, walker,
wheelchair, or an object held in the hand when moving around the environment, Navigates___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-5. Reaching objects: How was it for you to reach for and get objects when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Reaches___, Lifts___; also, if related to instability during reach, Stabilizes___, if related to standing
too far from objects during reach, Positions___, if related to stiffness when reaching, Bends___, if related to effort opening
and closing doors and drawers and/or effort pushing, pulling, or sliding objects, Moves___, and, if related to bumping into
objects during reach, Navigates___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____
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ACQ-OP SCORE FORM (page 3 of 4)
Q-6. Keeping going: How was it for you to pace yourself and keep going when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Endures___, Paces___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-7. Doing agreed task: When you think about [ADL task], did you perform the task as we had decided beforehand?
Skills to consider include Heeds___, Chooses___, Restores___; also, if related to asking questions about the agreed-upon task
contract or essential goal, Inquires___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-8. Progressing smoothly: When you were [ADL task], did it progress smoothly, and without hesitations or pauses, from
beginning to end?
Skills to consider include Attends ___, Initiates___, Continues___, Sequences___, Terminates___; also, if related to asking
questions about the environment, location of task objects, or non-task-related topics, Inquires___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-9. Finding and gathering: How was it for you to find and gather the things you needed when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Searches/Locates ___, Gathers ___
Occupational therapist’s rating
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ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-OP SCORE FORM (page 4 of 4)
Q-10. Organizing and using: How was it for you to organize and use the things you needed when you were [ADL task]?
Skills to consider include Uses___, Handles___, Organizes___
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [ADL task], what would you say were your biggest problems/
difficulties?
Skills to consider include Notices/Responds, Adjusts, Accommodates, and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the
AMPS item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this task that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented
and not mentioned when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

ADL skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Additional comments:
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ACQ-SI SCORE FORM (page 1 of 4)
Name: ______________________________________________

OTAP ID number: ____________________________________

Occupational therapist: _______________________________

Evaluation date: ____________________________________

Gender:

Observation number:

____ Male

____ Female

____ 1

____ 2

____ 3

____ 4

Birth date: __________________________________________

Social interaction code: ________

Person’s self-rating (PSR) of his/her quality of social
interaction for this social exchange (based on ACQ-SI
Termination question):

Overall level of discrepancy (LoD) between the person’s
self-reported problems during social interaction and the
problems observed by the occupational therapist during
this social exchange:

____ No problems

____ None

____ Minor problems

____ Questionable

____ Moderate problems

____ Minimal

____ Major problems

____ Moderate/Obvious
____ Marked

Global baseline statement: _________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating of person’s overall level of awareness/insight (LoA) (based on all information available):
____ Good awareness
____ Questionable limitation
____ Mild limitation
____ Moderate limitation
____ Marked limitation
____ Unaware

ITEM RAW SCORES
Q-1. Overall quality: When you think about when you were [social exchange], how do you think it went when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner]; how did it go?
Consider only the QoSI rating (ESI global baseline)
Occupational therapist’s rating
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QoSI____________

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM (page 2 of 4)
Q-2. Specific examples: Describe for me anything about [social exchange] that was hard/difficult for you when you were talking
together and interacting with [social partner].
Consider only the person’s overall quality as summarized in the ESI item cluster statements (specific baselines) for this social
exchange
ESI item clusters_______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-3. Getting started: When you were going to [social exchange], how did it go for you/how was it for you to get started and begin
talking and interacting with [social partner]?
Skills to consider include Approaches/Starts___; also, if related to greeting and/or initiating interaction, Gesticulates___, Turns
Toward___, Looks___, Places Self___, Touches___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-4. Talking: When you were [social exchange], did you have any problems/difficulties talking/speaking without pauses or
hesitations and did you speak for appropriate lengths of time when you were interacting with [social partner]?
Skills to consider include Produces Speech___, Speaks Fluently___, Times Duration___; also, if related to very limited
speech, Matches Language___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-5. Taking turn: How was it for you to take your turn when you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with
[social partner]?
Skills to consider include Times Response___, Takes Turns___; also, if related to not responding to messages, Replies___,
Disagrees___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____
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ACQ-SI SCORE FORM (page 3 of 4)
Q-6. Keeping going: Once you had started talking together and interacting with [social partner] and you were [social exchange],
how was it for you to keep the discussion/conversation going?
Skills to consider include Questions___, also, if related to detail, directness, or relevance of messages, Replies___, if related to
using jargon or sending messages that are above the level of the person’s understanding, Matches Language___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-7. Doing agreed task: When you were [social exchange] and you were talking together and interacting with [social partner], did
you experience any problems with keeping the discussion focused and “on topic”?
Skills to consider include Transitions___, Heeds___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-8. Engaging partner: How was it for you to support [social partner] and keep him/her engaged/involved in your conversation
when you were [social exchange] and you were talking together and interacting?
Skills to consider include Clarifies ___, Acknowledges/Encourages___, Empathizes___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-9. Interacting politely: How was it for you to talk together and interact with [social partner] in a “polite/thoughtful/considerate/
respectful/nice way” when you were [social exchange]?
Skills to consider include Regulates ___, Discloses ___, Expresses Emotion___; also, if related to interacting politely, Turns
Toward ___, Looks ___, Places Self ___, Touches___, Disagrees___, Thanks ___, if related to whining or using childlike
language, Matches Language___
Occupational therapist’s rating
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Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

ACQ-SI SCORE FORM (page 4 of 4)
Q-10. Ending discussion: When you were [social exchange] and talking together and interacting with [social partner], how was it
for you when you were ending your discussion/interaction with [social partner]?
Skills to consider include Concludes/Disengages___; also, if related to ending interaction, Gesticulates___, Touches___,
Thanks___
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Q-11. Biggest problem: When you think about when you were [social exchange] with [social partner], what would you say were
your biggest problems/difficulties with talking together and interacting?
Skills to consider include Accommodates and Benefits in relation to any problems defined by the ESI item cluster statements
(specific baselines) for this social exchange that were considered when scoring Q-2 that were not prevented and not mentioned
when answering Q-11
Occupational therapist’s rating

Social skill limitations

Person’s self-report

Discrepancy

_____

None

_____

4 ____

_____

Minimal

_____

3 ____

_____

Moderate/Obvious

_____

2 ____

_____

Marked

_____

1 ____

Additional comments:
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APPENDIX C
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI RESULTS REPORTS
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RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT OF COMPARED QUALITIES —
OCCUPATIONAL PERFORMANCE (ACQ-OP)
Client: Bev Sample

Date: 01/19/2014

The ACQ-OP is a standardized assessment of the discrepancy between (a) a person’s self-rating of his or her
quality of ADL task performance and (b) the quality of the person’s ADL task performance as observed by the
occupational therapist. More specifically, when the ACQ-OP is administered, the occupational therapist first
uses the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) to observe the person’s quality of ADL task performance.
Immediately after the AMPS observation, the occupational therapist interviews the person to learn about the
person’s perspectives on his or her quality of ADL task performance. The occupational therapist then compares
the person’s reported quality to the quality observed by the occupational therapist and scores the extent of the
discrepancy between the two qualities (reported vs. observed).
The ACQ-OP discrepancy measure is reported in the Summary of Main Findings and indicated by an arrow on
the ACQ-OP scale below. The higher the location of the ACQ-OP measure along the ACQ-OP scale, the greater
the extent of the agreement between what the person reported and what the occupational therapist observed.
A lower ACQ-OP measure indicates a greater discrepancy between the self-reported and the observed qualities
of ADL task performance.

ACQ-OP Scale
Overall Extent of the Discrepancy Between
Problems Reported by the Person and Those
Observed by the Occupational Therapist

3
None to questionable discrepancy

2

1

Questionable to minimal discrepancy

Minimal to moderate discrepancy

01/19/2014

0
Moderate to marked discrepancy

-1

-2
Marked discrepancy

-3

Results of the ACQ-OP

Page 1 of 2

Figure C-1. ACQ-OP Results Report with examples of a global baseline and a recommendations
statement.
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Summary of Main Findings
ADL tasks observed:
• K-4: Changing standard sheets on a freestanding bed
• A-3: Pot of boiled/brewed coffee or tea — one or two persons
ACQ-OP discrepancy measure (in logits): 0.4
Criterion-referenced interpretation:
The location of the ACQ-OP measure can be compared to the criterion-referenced descriptors shown along
the right side of the ACQ-OP scale. The descriptor that is displayed in bold best matches the most commonly
identified level of discrepancy between the problems with ADL task performance the person reported and the
problems the occupational therapist observed.
When interpreting the ACQ-OP measure, it is important to keep in mind that healthy, well adults often do
not report some minor, but observable problems with ADL task performance. Moreover, accurately reporting
problems with ADL task performance develops with age and children may not be expected to report problems
that the occupational therapist observed. Persons who do not report problems with ADL task performance
that were observed by the occupational therapist may require additional supports to overcome their problems
during ADL task performance.
The following provide more detail about the meaning of the varying levels of discrepancy along the ACQ-OP
scale:
• None = the problems reported by the person concurred completely with the problems observed by the
occupational therapist
• Questionable = the occupational therapist questioned if there was some discrepancy between the problems
reported by the person and those observed by the occupational therapist
• Minimal = there was a minor discrepancy between the problems reported by the person and those observed
by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed some minor problems that were not
reported by the person or the person reported problems that were not observed by the occupational
therapist
• Moderate/Obvious = there was a moderate discrepancy between the problems reported by the person
and those observed by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed moderate/obvious
problems that were not reported by the person
• Marked = there was a major discrepancy between the problems reported by the person and those observed
by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed some severe problems that were not
reported by the person
Recommendations
Discuss with Bev the results of her AMPS observation and the ACQ-OP interview to help her better recognize
her performance problems and offer suggestions to help Bev reach her goals related to improving her quality
of ADL task performance.
If you have any questions about this report, feel free to contact me at 970-555-1212 or
Alexa.Johnssen@email.com.

Alexa Johnssen, OT
Senior Occupational Therapist

Results
of the
ACQ-OP
Figure
C-1.
Continued

Page 2 of 2
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RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT OF COMPARED QUALITIES —
SOCIAL INTERACTION (ACQ-SI)
Client: Ben Sample

Date: 04/03/2013

The ACQ-SI is a standardized assessment of the discrepancy between (a) a person’s self-rating of his or
her quality of social interaction and (b) the quality of the person’s social interaction as observed by the
occupational therapist. More specifically, when the ACQ-SI is administered, the occupational therapist first uses
the Evaluation of Social Interaction (ESI) to observe the person’s quality of social interaction. Immediately after
the ESI observation, the occupational therapist interviews the person to learn about the person’s perspectives
on his or her quality of social interaction. The occupational therapist then compares the person’s reported
quality to the quality observed by the occupational therapist and scores the extent of the discrepancy between
the two qualities (reported vs. observed).
The ACQ-SI discrepancy measure is reported in the Summary of Main Findings and indicated by an arrow on
the ACQ-SI scale below. The higher the location of the ACQ-SI measure along the ACQ-SI scale, the greater the
extent of the agreement between what the person reported and what the occupational therapist observed. A
lower ACQ-SI measure indicates a greater discrepancy between the self-reported and the observed qualities
of social interaction.

ACQ-SI Scale
Overall Extent of the Discrepancy Between
Problems Reported by the Person and Those
Observed by the Occupational Therapist

3

2

1

None to questionable discrepancy

Questionable to minimal discrepancy

Minimal to moderate discrepancy

0
Moderate to marked discrepancy
04/03/2013

-1

-2
Marked discrepancy

-3

Results of the ACQ-SI
Page 1 of 2
Figure
C-2. ACQ-SI Results Report with examples of a global baseline and a recommendations

statement.
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Summary of Main Findings
Intended purposes of the observed social exchanges:
• SI-4: Sharing information during an interview or lecture
• CS-1: Socializing while eating a meal together
Overall extent of the discrepancy (global baseline):
When Ben was asked to reflect on his quality of social interaction after he had engaged in a job interview with an
unfamiliar social partner, he reported having no problems, "It went fine." The occupational therapist, however,
observed several major problems and moderately inappropriate overall quality of social interaction. The
result was a marked discrepancy between what Ben reported and what the occupational therapist observed.
Furthermore, Ben reported only minor problems when he engaged in casual conversation while eating dinner
with friends and did not report many of the major problems the occupational therapist had observed. The
occupational therapist observed that his overall quality of social interaction was markedly inappropriate. Thus,
there was a moderate discrepancy between what Ben reported and what the occupational therapist observed.
ACQ-SI discrepancy measure (in logits): -0.7
Criterion-referenced interpretation:
The location of the ACQ-SI measure can be compared to the criterion-referenced descriptors shown along
the right side of the ACQ-SI scale. The descriptor that is displayed in bold best matches the most commonly
identified level of discrepancy between the problems with social interaction the person reported and the
problems the occupational therapist observed.
When interpreting the ACQ-SI measure, it is important to keep in mind that healthy, well adults often do
not report some minor, but observable problems with social interaction. Moreover, accurately reporting
problems with social interaction develops with age and children may not be expected to report problems that
the occupational therapist observed. Persons who do not report problems with social interaction that were
observed by the occupational therapist may require additional supports to overcome their problems during
social interaction.
The following provide more detail about the meaning of the varying levels of discrepancy indicated along the
ACQ-SI scale:
• None = the problems reported by the person concurred completely with the problems observed by the
occupational therapist
• Questionable = the occupational therapist questioned if there was some discrepancy between the problems
reported by the person and those observed by the occupational therapist
• Minimal = there was a minor discrepancy between the problems reported by the person and those observed
by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed some minor problems that were not
reported by the person or the person reported problems that were not observed by the occupational
therapist
• Moderate/Obvious = there was a moderate discrepancy between the problems reported by the person
and those observed by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed moderate/obvious
problems that were not reported by the person
• Marked = there was a major discrepancy between the problems reported by the person and those observed
by the occupational therapist; the occupational therapist observed some severe problems that were not
reported by the person
Recommendations
Discuss the results of Ben's ESI observation and the results of the ACQ-SI interview with Ben and the community
agency that referred Ben for an occupational therapy evaluation in order to
– Help Ben recognize how his social interaction skills interfere with his goal of finding a new job, and
– Identify strategies to improve Ben’s quality of social interaction.

Emma Andersen, MS, OT/L
Occupational Therapist

Results
the ACQ-SI
FigureofC-2.
Continued
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Tips for Becoming a Calibrated
ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI Rater
•

Administer and score the AMPS/ESI in a valid and reliable
manner; ensure that the observed ADL tasks/social
exchanges are not too easy

•

Administer the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI interview in a valid manner

•

○

Ask all of the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI questions, staying close
to the recommended text

○

Listen to the person’s response and determine if the
response (a) clearly described a performance problem,
(b) was focused on “today’s” task performance/social
interaction, and (c) was focused on the [key action]
specified in the question

○

Ask clarification and elaboration questions when
indicated, and only when indicated (Q-3 to Q-11)

○

If the person describes some, but not all observed
problems related to the key action in focus, ask, “Was
there anything else?” or “Did you have any other
difficulties with [key action]? (Q-2 to Q-11)

Score the ACQ-OP/ACQ-SI in a valid and reliable manner,
using the criteria included in Chapter 4 of the ACQ-OP/
ACQ-SI manual

Assessment of Compared Qualities — Occupational Performance (ACQ-OP)
and
Assessment of Compared Qualities — Social Interaction (ACQ-SI)
Third Edition
Anne G. Fisher
Lou Ann Griswold
Anders Kottorp
Occupation-centered assessments of the extent of the
discrepancy between a person’s self-reported problems
with daily life task performance and the problems
observed by an occupational therapist.

THREE STAR PRESS, INC.

